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H.R. 5 (SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT ACT) IMPACT
AID PROGRAM

TUESDAY, MARCH 31, 1987

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY,

AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Washington, DC.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9:40 a.m., in room

2175, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Augustus F. Hawkins
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Hawkins, Ford, Kildee, Hayes,
Richardson, Good ling, Fawell, Gunderson, Petri, and Roukema.

Staff present: John F. Jennings, counsel; Alan Lovesee, associate
counsel; June Harris, legislative specialist; Beverly Griffin, secre-
tary; Jo-Marie St. Martin, minority legislative associate; and David
Esquith, minority legislative associate.

Chairman HAWKINS. The Subcommittee on Elementary, Second-
ary, and Vocational Education is called to order.

This morning the first panel will consist of Members of Congress
who may be present, beginning with the Honorable Owen B. Pick-
ett, a Member of Congress from Virginia; the Honorable Jim Slat-
tery, a Member of Congress from Kansas; and the Honorable Hal
Daub, a Member of Congress from Nebraska.

Gentlemen, we will forgo the usual commendation and greetings
and so forth. I think we can stipulate that you have been well-
versed in all of them anyway. But we look forward to your testimo-
ny. Any prepared statements will be entered in the record in their
entirety and we would appreciate your giving us the highlights of
the testimony, beginning with Congressman Pickett.

STATEMENT OF HON. OWEN B. PICKETT, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF VIRGINIA

Mr. Picxurr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate this opportunity to appear before the subcommittee

this morning to briefly address the importance of Federal impact
aid and the need to reauth3rize it as a part of the Elementary, Sec-
ondary and Vocational Education Act of 1987.

I represent the cities of Norfolk and Virginia Beach. both of
which have an extremely large military presence. In Virginia
Beach, 10 percent of the $14 billion in real estate and personal
property valuation is owned by the Federal Government, while in

(1)
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Norfolk the Federal Government owns $2.7 billion of the entire
property value, which is set at $9.4 billion.

While our relationship with the military is a good one, and one
we want to preserve, property tax revenues are significantly re-
duced because of tax-exempt Federal property and because of the
large amount of goods and services provided by the Federal Gov-
ernment to the military. This strains the ability of our local gov-
ernments to deliver basic services.

Nowhere is that strain felt more acutely than in the area of
public education. The two cities in my district have a combined
total of approximately 41,000 federally-connected children in cate-
gories A and B. As a result, impact aid payments have been a vital
and important source of revenue for our public school systems as
well as the systems of similarly impacted local governments.

The administration's proposal to eliminate payments for the B
category studentsthat is, those whose parents live or work on
Federal propertywould further atrain the budgets of our local
governments. Under the administration's budget, local officials
have advised me that the school districts of Norfolk and Virginia
Beach would lose, at the very least, $1.5 million and $3 million, re-
spectively.

Mr. Chairman, in evaluating the merits of Federal impact aid in
general, and section 3(b) students in particular, I believe it is essen-
tial that Congress not view it as a supplemental education pro-
gram. By supplemental, I mean a program that advances specific
educational objectives deemed appropriate by the Congress.

Impact aid is different. It represents a commitment on the part
of the Federal Government to compensate local governments for
the loss of tax revenues by reason of the Federal presence, and it
helps defray the costs they incur in educating the children of Fed-
eral employees. Moreover, Public Law 81-874 has served to ensure
that the children of military personnel and Federal civilian em-
ployees are provided with a quality education that is comparable to
that received by children in nonimpacttd areas. The school system
in Virginia Beach, for example, was recently included among the
top 25 school systems in our entire Nation.

I recognize and appreciate the difficult fiscal restraints under
which the subcommittee is operating. But the proposal to eliminate
payments for category B students would violate the Federal Gov-
ernment's longstanding obligation to federally impacted areas and
would, in all likelihood, undercut the quality of public edfication
available to students in those areas.

I urge the members of your subcommittee to support a quality
education for the children of our military personnel and civilian
employees by opposing any additional reductions in Federal impact
aid. As you know, payments in both categories A and B have de-
clined since 1981.

I would further urge that H.R. 5 include a reauthorization of
Federal impact aid at levels that morn closely balance the needs of
a quality school program with the loss of revenue that a large Fed-
eral presence creates.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity to present my
views this morning. I would be happy to answer questions.

Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you, Mr. Pickett.
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First we will hear from Mr. Daub, and then we will direct ques-
tions to the two of you.

I next call on our colleague, the Honorable Hal Daub.

STATEMENT OF HON. HAL DAUB, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEBRASKA

Mr. DAUB. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much, Mr. Ford, Mr.
Goodling.

It's very important that this hearing be scheduled early in the
appropriations session. I am delighted to have this opportunity to
present views on behalf of my three Native American Indian reser-
vations in Nebraska, as well as the Strategic Air Command, SAC
Air Force Base, the Sarpy County area, the headquarters of SAC
worldwide, and the surrounding communities and their school dis-
tricts, the Papillion-LaVista and Plattsmouth areas, as well as
Bellevue.

I want to thank you for the opportunity to testify on the impor-
tance of impact aid, a program important not only to my constitu-
ents in Nebraska, but to the more than half-a-million children of
military personnel who depend upon impact aid for their educa-
tion. It is imperative that the impact aid program continue so that
these children can be guaranteed a quality, basic education.

Notice that I said "basic" education. Impact aid is not a supple-
mental program. It is a program that provides for the basic educa-
tionreading, writing, and arithmeticof children of military per-
sonnel. It is a Federal obligation owed to local school districts for
providing services to federally connected students. Those may be
low income and/or Native American Indians.

With the presence of a Federal installation, land, business and
personal property as exempt from taxationtaxes that typically
support our local school districts. In 1950, Congress recognized this
problem and developed the impact aid program, an entitlement
program whereby the Federal landowner could provide a payment-
in-lieu-of-taxes payment to help offset the cost of education for fed-
erally-connected students. Since that time, numerous studies have
been commissioned confirming the financial obligation of the Fed-
eral Government to school districts that serve children of those fed-
erally connected individuals.

As we know, the impact aid program worked well until 1970, at
which time Federal appropriations were reduced in the middle of
the school year, an action which forced the closing of many schools,
the layoff of teachers, extended breaks from school for students,
and tremendous community tensions. We do not want to see this
type of action repeated.

Certainly we recognize the obligation of the Federal Government.
Yet every year school districts, such as those that I rcdresent in
Nebraska, have the insurmountable task of justifying the program
in Washington and then setting budgets in their local school dis-
tricts, not knowing if the program will be adequately funded. Or, if
the program is funded, what formulas will be used for distribution.

While I do advocate that school districts be attuned to our
annual budgetary actions, I do not think it is fair to them to oper-
ate a school budget in such an uncertain environment. As we be-
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lieve that education is an economic investment in our Nation's
future leaders, we should support our local educators by guarantee-
ing them that the dollars to meet our Federal obligation will be
available to them.

Later today you will be hearing from my constituents who repre-
sents the Bellevue public school district and the Papillion-LaVista
school district in Nebraska, and our Native American Indian reser-
vational interests. They will be sharing their strong support for re-
authorization of the impact aid program and will be able to offer
specific examples of the program's impact on their school districts.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, I want to indicate that later this after-
noon I will be introducing legislation aimed at making both techni-
cal and substantive changes in our current impact aid program.
The bill will be referred to your committee and I look forward to
working with you in hopes of incorporating some of these provi-
sions into a final reauthorization bill.

Again, Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, I want to
tell you how much I appreciate your allocating the committee's
Lime to testify in the midst of a very hectic reauthorization and ap-
propriations schedule, and I am sure that Mr. Pickett and I both
very much appreciate the privilege of being before you today.

[The prepared statement of Hon. Hal Daub follows:]
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Testimony Presented to
House Committee on Education and Labor

Pertaining to
Reauthorization of P.L. 874, "Impact Aid"

by
Congressman Hal Daub

2nd Congressional District of Nebraska

March 31, 1987

Hr. Chairman and Members of the Committee,

Thank you for the opportunity to testify today on the importance
of Impact Aid, a program important not only to my constituents in
Nebraska, but to the more than one-half-million children of military
personnel who depend on this program for their education. It is imperative
that the impact aid program continue so that these children can be
guaranteed a quality, basic education.

Notice I said basic education. Impact aid is not a supplemental
program. It is a program that provides for the basic education (reading,
writing, and arithmetic) of children of military personnel. It is
a federal obligation owed to local school districts for providing
services to federally-connected students.

With the presence of a federal installation, land, business, and
personal property are exempt from taxation--taxes that typically support
a local school district. In 1950 Congress recognized this problem
and developed the !Apace aid program--a device whereby the federal
landowner could provide in-lieu-of tax payments to help offset the
cost of education for federally-connectea students. Since that time
numerous studies have been commissioned confirming the financial obligation
of the federal government to school districts that serve children
of military personnel.

The impact aid program worked well until 1970, at which time appropriations
were cut in the middle of the school year forcing the closing of schools,
layoff of teachers, extended breaks from school for students, and
tremendous community tension. This was not a healthy situation--nor
is it one that I would like to see repeated.

Certainly, we recognize the obligation of the federal government.
Yet every year school districts, such as those I represent in Nebraska,
have the insurmountable task of justifying the program in Washington,
and setting budgets in their local district not knowing if the program
will be adequately funded. Or, if the program is funded, what formulas
sill be used for distribution. This should not be the responsibility
of local school districts--it is not fair for us to place this type
of burden upon our local educators and community. If we truly believe
that education is an economic investment and our children are the
future leaders of this nation, then we should rely on school district
officials to spend their time insuring that our children receive the
best education possible. We should not force our educators and community
leaders to spend an inordinate amount of time justifying the need
for impact aid, but rather we should provide them guarantees that
the dollars to meet this federal obligation will be available to provide
for the education of our children.

Today representatives from the Bellevue and Papillion/LaVista
Public Schools in Nebraska join me in seeking your support in the
reauthorization for the impact aid program. At this time I would
like to ask Mr. John Hansen, President of the Bellevue Board of Education,
and Dr. Richard Triplett, Superintendent of the Bellevue Public Schools
to give you a brief overv'sv of the Bellevue/Offutt Community and
the need for impact aid.

10
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Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you, Mr. Daub.
Without objection, the statement of the Honorable Jim Slattery

will be placed in the record following the testimony of Mr. Pickett
and Mr. Daub.

[The prepared statement of Hon. Jim Slattery follows:]
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STATEMENT OF
HON. JIM SLATTERY (2ND-KS)
BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON

ELEMyNTARY, SECONDARY & VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR

MARCH 31, 1987

MR. CHAIRMAN.

THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO APPEAR BEFORE YOU THIS MORNING
CONCERNING WHAT I BELIEVE IS AN IMPORTANT YET OFTEN SLIGH1E0
EDUCATION PROGRAM.

THAT PROGRAM I AM REFERING TO IS IMPACT AID.

AS YOU KNOW, THE PURPOSE OF THE IMPACT AID PROGRAM IS TO
OFFSET THE IMPACT OF FEDERAL ACTIVITES AND FEDERALLY OWNED TAX - EXEMPT
PROPERTY IN LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS.

IMPACT AID IS A NECESSITY FOR MILITARY DISTRICTS. IN MOST
MILITARY DISTRICTS, LOCAL PROPERTY TAXES WOULD NEED TO BE RAISED BY
OVER 100 PERCENT TO GENERATE FUNDING EQUAL TO THE IMPACT AID
PAYMENTS. PHIS INCREASE WOULD AFFECT MILITARY FAMILIES LIVING
OFF-POST DRASTICALLY, AS WELL AS THE REST OF THE LOCAL COMMUNITY.

IMPACT AID REPRESENTS THE FULFILLMENT OF FEDERAL FINANCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY TO CERTAIN LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS. LOCAL DISTRICTS
WITH FEDERAL PROPERTY WITHIN THEIR BOUNDARIES ARE HAMPERED TN THEIR
ABILITY TO GENERATE LOCAL REVENUE BY THE TAX EXEMPT NATURE OF THAT
FEDERAL PROPERTY.

FREQUENTLY, THAT SAME PROPERTY PROVIDES AN ADDITIONAL BURDEN
FOR THE LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICT BY RESULTING IN THE PRESENCE OF
ADDITIONAL CHILDREN OF FEDERAL AND FEDERALLY CONNECTED WORKERS.

UNDER THESE CIRCUMSTANCES, THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT HAS A
CLEAR RESPONSIBILITY AND A DUTY TO FUND THE DISTRICTS TO OFFSET THE
FEDERAL IMPACT.

2
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I AM PARTICULARLY CONCERNED WITH A SPECIAL SUBGROUP AMONG
IMPACT AID RECIPIENT DISTRICTS, THOSE WHOSE SCHOOL DISTRICT
BOUNDARIES ARE EXACTLY IDENTICAL TO THE BOUNDARIES OF THE FEDERAL
PROPERTY.

THESE " COTERMINOUS DISTRICTS" NUMBEI ONLY SIX NATIONWIDE AND
ARE IN AN ESPECIALLY VULNERABLE SITUTATION BECAUSE THEY HAVE NO
LOCAL TAX BASE WHATSOEVER. THESE DISTRICTS -- TOTALLY DEPENDENT AS
THEY ARE ON STATE AID AND FEDERAL IMPACT AID PAYMENTS--HAVE A SPECIAL
CLAIM TO FULL AND ADEQUATE IMPACT AID FUNDING.

I REPRESENT THE FORT ..EAVENWORTH SCHOOL DISTRICT WHICH IS A
COTERMINOUS DISTRICT. AT LEAVENWORTH, FEDERAL IMPACT AID PAYMENTS
HAVE MEANT QUALITY LOCAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS FOR ALL THE STUDENTS
DESPITE THE FACT THAT THE DISTRICT HAS NO ABILITY TO GENERATE LOCAL
REVENUES.

Tt- ,AST REAUTHORIZATION OF IMPACT AID, P.L. 98-511, ADDED A
PROVISION TO THE LAW TO GUARANTEE THAT THESE DISTRICTS RECIEVE 100
PERCENT OF THEIR IMPACT AID ENTITLEMENTS.

I STRONGLY URGE THE COMMITTEE TO RETAIN THIS LANGUAGE IN ANY
REAUTHORIZATION AND ASK THE COMMITTEE TO ENSURE THAT THESE
ENTITLEMENTS NOT BE REDUCED THROUGH ADMINISTRATIVE 'PROCEDURAL" OR
"PROGRAMATIC" REFORMULATIONS.

CLEARLY, THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT CANNOT-- AND MUST NOT-- FAIL TO
LIVE UP TO ITS FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY TO THESE IMPACTED SCHOOL
DISTRICTS.

THE COMMITTEE SHOULD ENSURE THAT THE REAUTHORIZATION
PROVIDES ADEQUATE FUNDING FOR ALL CATEGORIES OF STUDENTS IN FEDERALLY
IMPACTED SCHOOL DISTRICTS, BUT SHOULD ALWAYS SPECIALLY ODNSXDER
THE UNIQUE FINANCIALLY VULNERABLE SITUATION OF COTERMINOUS DISTRICTS.

THANK YOU AGAIN, MR. CHAIRMAN, FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO BE HERE
THIS MORNING. I AM SORnY '"HAT I CANNOT STAY TO LISTEN TO THE OTHER
TESTIMONY TO BE PRESENTED BUT I DC APPRECIATE THE CHANCE TO SHARE
WITH YOU SOME OF MY CONCERNS ABOUT THE REAUTHORIZATION OF THE IMPACT
AID PROGRAM AND COTERMINOUS P/STRICTS.

1)
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Chairman HAWKINS. The Chair yields to the gentleman from
Michigan, Mr. Ford.

Mr. FORD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am somewhat familiar with both areas that the gentlemen are

talking about because this is now my 23rd year looking at it. My
first bill, as a matter of fact, that Adam let me have back in the
days when you could only have one sponsor on a bill, was the emer-
gency rebuilding of schools in California after an earthquake,
Public Law 15, which is the companion piece of 874, which we're
talking about. People forget that the whole Elementary and Sec-
ondary Act is really an amendment to 874, would that we could
have expanded 874 instead, but we've never been able to do that.

One of the problems that has overcome impact aid over the years
is the impact aid superintendents themselvesand several of them
are here. Some of them have talked to me. As a long-time support-
er of their program, I have told them this. They have engaged in
internecine warfare, where they developed within themselves an
attitude of a class system where some kinds of impacted areas
where more worthy of Government attention than others. The
result has been that that has narrowed the constituency for this
program very considerably.

If you look at the number of congressional districts that have A
and super A children in them in the country on the map, you will
quickly discover that that won't develop a national consensus for
you. We have discovered over the years that any formula that nar-
rows itself down to the point where it doesn't get to enough people
soon loses its support. I don't know that there's anybody left on
this committee that still has an impact aid school district, and that
is very different than it was when Gus and I were here 20 years
ago.

I would like to ask you gentlemen, could you support a legisla
five initiative for impact aid that, in effect, would tell them to cut
this cut and say that, if there's a shortfall, that the super A's, the
B's, the C's, would all be treated the same in that shortfall? I un-
derstand it's a tough question for you as you both have super A's
I know yours is a super A district, Hal--

Mr. DAUB. Both.
Mr. FORD. But you've also got an interesting case with the B's in

that adjoining school district out there at Offutt, which we already
hurt with the out-of-countyIsn't that one of the places where the
out-of-county thing in the Seventies caught the school district
Don't you have people living on two sides of the county line?

Mr. DAUB. Three counties, technically.
Mr. FORD. Three counties.
Mr. DAUB. Yes, and we have a State statute in Nebraska that's a

trigger in the event the impact aid program dilutes or disappears,
that creates an automatic separate school district for all those mili-
tary students. It was really a messy scene. You recall correctly.

Mr. FORD. We already hit you pretty hard with that back in the
Nixon years.

Mr. DAUB. Yes.
In answer to your question, Mr. Ford, first of all, I do agree that

this internecine battle over years of time, inside the special inter-
ests, in large school districts and small school districts, those that
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one might argue are more heavily impacted than others, has cre-
ated the shaping of formulasthe 3D-2B formula, the super A for-
mula, the A formula, the B, and then this percentage of impaction
being applied, too, in the formulas. The question of whether we
give impact aid to the military and/or nonmilitary, the meat in-
spector's kid, if you will, have all crept into the issue.

It seems to me that a fair way to look at the rationing of the lim-
ited dollars in the program is to look at tin percentage of impac
tion. I must say that I think that as today's school districts look at
their size and their demands on their teachers and their adminis-
tration, that the prioritizing of the funds that you have ends up
being, I think, among a set of unpleasant choices, a fairer way of
looking at how that money should be districted. And whenever
Government does draw a line, somebody always ends up on one
side of it and somebody on the other. I know the agonizing situa-
tion that we've been in when that line has been drawn.

But it does end up, I think, with the numerator-denominator
problem that you all have making the money go far enough on a
variety of programs, that probably indicates to my sensibilities a
fairer way, rather than across-the-board cuts or across - the -board
apportioning of the money.

Mr. PicxErr. Mr. Ford, I think in those cases where, like in my
district, we have seven major military installations, and in many
instances the families live on the base itself. About the only thing
they go off the base for is things like education, because they buy
all their necessities there on the base and they have housing on the
base. But then their children have to go to the public schools.

The point there is certainly there's an impact from a family of
that type. We want to support them. I mean, I'm not saying we
shouldn't. But the impact certainly is greater than from, let's ay,
a Federal civilian employee that is living in the community and
has more contacts in the community and, of course, is paying a
larger share of the community tax burden.

So I would agree with my colleague here, that I think you have
to look a little bit certainly at exactly what the results are of the
type of students that the community has to deal with. In those
cases where they both live and work on a military facility, the
impact is definitely greater on the community than in those cases
where the people are out living in the community.

Mr. FORD. Well, suppose we took that reasoning to a logical con-
clusion and said that people living and working on the base are
really military dependents and a military problem and let them get
their money from the Defense Department?

Mr. DAUB. I've answered that question- -
Mr. FORD. Do you know what the answer of the Defense Depart-

ment has been every time they've been approached? "We're not in-
terested."

Now, we have run a school system for children just exactly like
that. If they happen to be on a base that's outside of the United
States, we pick up the tab for their education. We have some 8,500
school teachers in that system and God knows how many adminis-
trators. We have run that ever since the end of World War II. But
when you talk to them about people living- and working on a base

1.5
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like you are describing, they say that's not their problem. Maybe
that needs to be reexamined.

Those of us who do not have military installations don't usually
have a whole lot of people listen to us when we talk about those
issues, but those of you who do have military installationsWe do
know that over the years there has been considerable resistance in
some of the States to the idea of the impact aid district getting spe-
cial treatment from the Government. In the late sixties and early
seventies we had a whole series of States who tried to figure out
offsets, deducting the amount of money that a school district got
for impact from the State aid formulas, and it was all over the
country. This committee took action then, and each time they came
up with a new way to steal the impact money, we found a way to
plug it up.

But it might be timeand maybe that's what the people with
the super A districts really wantit might be time to get this
money out of Caspar Weinberger's budget instead of the Depart-
ment of Education's budget. It's a lot easier to get money for
Caspar Weinberger's budget than it is the education budget.

Mr. DAUB. Mr. Ford, may I respond?
Mr. FORD. And one of the problems that impact now ha:, in the

current environment is that we don't have enough money for any
of the education programs. Every time you do something for one
education program, because of the nature of the budget process, it
has to come out of another education program. It doesn't come out
of'some other unrelated activity in the budget. So if you put more
money in impact aid, you have to take it from something else in
Function 500. That is a different ball game than we dealt with
before, and it puts impact aid now, just as handicapped aid and all
the other programs, in competition with the other educational pro-
grams. And when you see the widespread distribution of the other
formulas against the impact formula, you can begin to understand
that in that kind of competition it is pretty tough for impact.

I would suggest that maybe we've got to look at better strategies
than we have if impact is to stay alive. At its present rate, it will
be gone by 1990.

Mr. DAUB. Mr. Ford, may I respond to that?
Mr. FORD. Yes.
Mr. DAUB. First, I accept your admonition that it's been difficult

enough the last 6 years to see my administration attack this par-
ticular program without really, I think, sensing its usefulness and
its need. I know it has been the "whipping boy" of every adminis-
tration of both political parties over time.

But I have been particularly frustrated, until the last couple of
years, by an absence of interest by the Pentagon and by the mili-
tary people in this program benefit, a very essential part of the en-
vironment of whether or not a family chooses to stay in the service
and get transferred around and be sure their kids are getting a
good, quality education, wherever they are, and also, for example,
certain education interests in this country, including the Depart-
ment of Education, which often treats this as about a throwaway,
although I am happy to see that they are testifying about the pro-
gram here in front of your committee as soon as we re finished.

-I. 6
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I have introduced a resolution to put this program in the Penta-
gon, in the Defense Department. That might just be a place we
ought to go to get the money, Mr. Ford. I couldn't agree with you
more, that we may need to look at that as time goes by. But per-
haps if the Education Department and the military would take
more of an interest in what you're doing here, as we have tried to
do, we can improve the program. I look forward to working with
you in that regard.

Mr. FORD. I have had no difficulty in working with either of you
two gentlemen in the past, and I want you to know I don't come at
this with any animosity and antagonism to the program. But I
have talked to an awful lot of old, old friends in impact aid recent-
ly who have come to see me, and I told them they're in trouble. It's
not like it used to be. We need to put our thinking caps on and
figure a better strategy than has been pursued up until now. If we
pursue the present strategy, each year it gets tougher and tougher.

It's awful hard for me to argue with all of my school people, that
we should take money out of their programs to put into this pro-
gram, when the closest school district to my district in the State is
probably 200 miles or more away. They don't even know what
impact aid is in my part of the State, although it was the people in
my part of the State who originally lobbied the law into existence
with something called war plants.

This really was not lobbied, in the first instance, into the law by
anybody concerned with military bases. It was the people who sud-
denly had thrust upon them during wartime years the so-called
war plants, that brought large numbers of people to an area and a
new phenomena in our part of the country called trailer parks.
They now call them ,bile home villages and they have all kinds
of other names for them. But during the war, in order to accommo-
date war workers, all kinds of laws were passed to keep you from
requiring that they build taxable property to live in. They became
real burdens. It was that pressure that built up, and in enough
places in the country, to build a coalition that held together for
many years. In my early years on this committee, the impact aid
superintendents represented, clearly, the most effective education
lobby that we dealt with here. No question. But those days have
passed us.

Chairman HAWKINS. Mr. Good ling.
Mr. GOODLING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Congressman Pickett, in the 41,000 that you list in the two dis-

tricts, I assume those two cities are two separate school districts?
Mr. Picxurr. Yes, sir, they are.
Mr. GOODLING. Do you have other school districts beyond these?
Mr. Pioxurr. No, just these two make up the entire district.
Mr. GOODLING. I would ask you and Congressman Daub both,

what percentage of your impact students are B students?
Mr. Picxurr. In my case, about three-fourths of them, roughly,

are B students.
Mr. GOODLING. Three-fourths are B students?
Mr. Picxurr. Yes, sir, approximately.
Mr. GOODLING. So you have more than 20 percent that would be

impacted with B?
Mr. Picxurr. Yes.

1. 7
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Mr. GOODLING. Congressman Daub.
Mr. DAUB. In my case, Mr. Good ling, on the B side, it's about 30

percent.
Mr. GOODLING. Thirty percent ofyour impact students.
Mr. DAUB. Yes.
Mr. GOODLING. Is that 20 percent or more of your student body?
Mr. DAUB. In both school districts, yes, I'm sure it is.
Mr. GOODLING. I have no other questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you.
Mr. Hayes.
Mr. HAYES. No questions at this time, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAWKINS. Mr. Slattery, I just inserted your statement

in the record. However, since you have joined the panel, we will
allow you the time to go ahead.

Would you give us the highlights of your statement? Your state-
ment, in its entirety, has already been inserted.

STATEMENT OF HON. JIM SLATTERY, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF KANSAS

Mr. SLATTERY. I appreciate that, Mr. Chairman, and I will sum-
marize my statement.

First I would like to recognize Mr. Clyde Ransom, who is in the
audience today. He is the superintendent of the school district in
the Leavenworth area that is responsible for the education of the
children that are at Fort Leavenworth.

I am particularly concerned with the coterminous districts,
which I know this committee is Ioncerned with. There are only
about six of these nationwide, and they are an especially vulnera-
ble situation because they have no local tax base whatsoever. These
districts, totally dependent as they are on State aid and Federal
impact aid and payments, have a special claim to full and adequate
impact aid funding.

I happen to represent both Fort Riley and Fort Leavenworth, in
which the Fort Leavenworth school district is a coterminous dis-
trict. At Leavenworth Federal aid payments have meant quality
local education programs for all the students, despite the fact that
the district has no ability to generate local revenues. The last au-
thorization of impact aid, Public Law 98-511, added a provision to
the law to guarantee these districts receive 100 percent of their
impact aid entitlements.

Mr. Chairman, I will just summarize by saying that it is my hope
that this committee will do everything it can to make sure that the
local districts that do depend on impact aid, especially the cotermi-
nous districts, receive the funding necessary.

I know that my statement is now a part of the record, and I ap-
preciate that. I look forward to working with the Chairman and
this committee and the appropriate Appropriations Committee, to
make sure we do get the kind of funding out there that is neces-
sary.

Chairman HAwKTNS. Thank you, Mr. Slattery.
Are there any questions of Mr. Slattery? If not, again gentlemen

I wish to thank you for your appearance before the committee.

ju
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Chairman HAWKINS. The next panel will consist of the following
individuals:

Dr. Lawrence Davenport, Assistant Secretary, Office of Elemen-
tary and Secondary Eduction, U.S. Department of Education. He is
accompanied by Dr. Stanley Krueger, Director of the Division of
Impact Aid, and Mr. Thomas Corwin, Acting Director, Divison of
Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education.

Also Dr. Robert Thomas, Superintendent, Fallbrook Union High
School District in California, and he is accompanied by Dr. Thomas
R. Shipley.

Dr. Marvin Buzzard, Superintendent, Santee School District, Nio-
brara, NE; Mr. John Hansen, President, Bellevue Board of Educa-
tion, accompanied by Dr. Richard Triplett, Superintendent, Belle-
vue Public Schools; Dr. Thomas Vincent, Assistant Superintendent
for Secondary Instruction, Gallup-McKinley School District, New
Mexico; and Donald S. Bruno, Superintendent, Newport News
Public Schools, Virginia. Gentlemen, we welcome you.

We will begin with Dr. Lawrence Davenport. Dr. Davenport, the
Chair would like to express its appreciation for your distinguished
career over a long period of tune during which we have, on many
occasions, seen fit to call upon you for various assistance, and the
Chair is delighted to have you before the committee today.

STATEMENTS OF LAWRENCE F. DAVENPORT, ASSISTANT SECRE-
TARY FOR ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION, U.S.
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, ACCOMPANIED BY STANLEY
KRUEGER, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF IMPACT AID; AND THOMAS
CORWIN, ACTING DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF ELEMENTARY, SEC-
ONDARY, AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION, OFFICE OF PLAN-
NING, BUDGET, AND EVALUTION; ROBERT P. THOMAS, PRESI-
DENT, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF FEDERALLY IMPACTED
SCHOOLS, ACCOMPANIED BY THOMAS IL SHIPLEY, EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF FEDERALLY IMPACT-
ED SCHOOLS; MARVIN BUZZARD, SUPERINTENDENT, SANTEE
PUBLIC SCHOOLS, NIOBRARA, NE; JOHN F. HANSEN, PRESI-
DENT, BELLEVUE BOARD OF EDUCATION, BELLEVUE, NE; AC-
COMPANIED BY RICHARD TRIPLETT, SUPERINTENDENT,
BELLEVUE PUBLIC SCHOOLS: A. THOMAS VINCENT, ASSISTANT
SUPERINTENDENT, SECONDARY EDUCATION, GALLUP-McKIN-
LEY COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS, GALLUP, NM; AND DONALD S.
BRUNO, SUPERINTENDENT, NEWPORT NEWS PUBLIC SCHOOLS,
VIRGINIA

Mr. DAVENPORT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HAWKINS. May I say to the witnesses, if I may interrupt, Dr.

Davenport, that the testimony in its entirety will be entered in the
record. We would appreciate you highlighting the testimony, rather
than reading it verbatim before the committee, so that members of
the committee will have an opportunity to question you. It is not
usual that we have so many experts present at one time, and I'm
quite sure that some discussion will follow the written statements.

Thank you.
Mr. DAVENPORT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. As you know, this is

my last hearing before you before I join the Energy Department. I

19
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appreciate your very kind remarks. I'm going to provide a mu .ma-ry statement.
I am pleased to appear before you today to testify on behalf ofthe administration's proposed Impact Aid Amendments of 1987.

This proposal will be submitted to the Congress shortly. It contains
amendments to sections 2, 3, including 3(d)(2XB), and 7, among
other provisions of Public Law 81-874, and technical amendments
to sections of both Public Law 81-874, and Prblic Law 81-815.
These amendments will be proposed in order to make program im-provements, to carry out what we regard as the legitimate obliga-
tion of the Federal Government to provide compensation to local
school districts burdened by Federal activities, and to reauthorize
the program. I will describe some of the substantive amendments.

The administration firmly believes that the Federal Government
has a clear responsibility to make "A" payments under section 3on behalf of children who reside on and whose parents work onFederal property. We believe the so-called B children do not repre-
sent a significant burden to their school districts and Federal pay-ments on their behalf have not been justified. Our proposal would
repeal section 3(b) of the program statute and other provisions that
authorize payments on behalf of B children.

Our proposal contains a number of amendments to section
3(dX2XB) which provides additional funds to the most heavily im-
pacted districts. Some of the changes will make provision of ti.is
section consistent with the amendments enacted in 1986, to base
these payments on regular section 3 payments, rather than section
3 entitlements, which may not be fully funded. Other changes will
enable the Department to make these payments sooner, so that eli-gible districts will have the funds available during the year inwhich they are needed.

We are also proposing changes to section 7, which authorizes dis-
aster assistance payments, to incorporate policies contained inrecent appropriate acts and program statute.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity to present ourlegislative proposal. My colleagues and I will be happy to answerany of your questions.
[The prepared statement of Lawrence F. Davenport follows:)

4,
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DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Statement by the Assistant Secretary for

Elementary and Secondary Education

on

Impact Aid

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

I am pleased to appear before you today to testifj on behalf of

the Administration's proposed Impact Aid Amendments of 1987. This

proposal, which will be submitted to the Congress shortly, contains

amendments to Sections 2, 3 (including 3(d)(2)(B)), and 7, among

other provisions of Public Law 81-874, and technical amendments to

sections of both Public Law 81-874 and Public Law 81-815. These

amendments will be proposed in order to make program improvements,

to carry out what we regarti as the legitimate obligation of the

Federal Government to provide compensation to local school districts

burdened by Federal activities, and to reauthorize the program.

This statement discusses a number of the substantive provisions in

our proposal.

The Administration firmly believes that the Federal Government

has a clear responsibility to make "a" payments under Section 3 in

order to assist school districts that are directly affected by the

presence of non-taxable Federal properties which serve as the place

of employment as well as the place of residence for families with

school-age children. For payments under Section 3 on behalf of the

so-called "a" children, the proposal would replace the tiered
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payment schedule in current law with a payment formula based on the

proportion that "a" child

average daily at

equitabl

ren constitute of a distric"s total

tendance. We believe this formula would be more

e than '.he current one, because payment levels would decline

more gradually from the most heavily impacted districts to the more

lightly impacted districts. These payments would only be made to

districts that would receive at least $5,000.

We continue to assert the principle that Federal financial

assistance should not be provided for children who do not represent

a'significant burden to the school districts that educate them. The

so-called "b" children do not represent such a burden, and Federal

payments on their behalf are not justified. Consequently, the

proposal would repeal Section 3(b) of the program statute and other

provisions that authorize payments on behalf of "b" children. A

number of other provisions would make conforming changes to reflect

the repeal of the authority for "b" payments.

Our proposal contains a number of amendments to Section

3(d)(2)(B), which authorizes increased payments to districts whose

federally connected children account for more than 50 percent of

average daily attendance and whose funds are not sufficient to

provide a level of edulation equivalent to that provided by

comparable school districts in the same State. Changes would be

made to base 3(d)(2)(B) eligibility determinations on actual Section

3
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3 payments received, rather than on Section 3 entitlements, which

may not be fully paid. Tnis is consistent with a legislative change

enacted in 1986 to base the calculation of 3(d)(2)(B) payment amounts

on actual Section 3 payments received, rather than on Section 3

entitlements. Under our proposal, a specific amount would be

provided for 3(d)(2)(B) payments. This limited set-aside would

prevent the delays in determining 3(d)(2)(B) payment amounts from

affecting the timing of payments to other school districts. In an

effort to reduce the delays in getting funds to districts eligible

under Section 3(d)(2)(B), we are also proposing to base these

payments on the prior-year expenditures of the comparable school

districts, rather than on their current-year expenditures.

With respect to Section 2, which authorizes payments to

districts incurring a considerable loss of tax base as a result of

Federal acquisition of real property, the bill would repeal a

provision of the Education Amendments of 1984 that prohibits the

Department from collecting more than 10 percent of certain Section 2

overpayments in a single year. This provision is burdensome and is

not necessary because the Department has administrative discretion

that it may use to negotiate reasonable repayment schedules for

individual districts.

The proposal also would change the preliminary payment

provision for Sections 2 and 3, to minimize the need for making "

subsequent adjustments for overpayments. This change would allow
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reduced preliminary payments in instances in which it appears that

making a full preliminary payment would result in an overpayment to

a school district.

For the Disaster Assistance program, authorized under Section 7

of Public Law 81-874 and Section 16 of Public Law 81-815, the

proposal would raise the eligibility threshold to $10,000 or five

percent of the applicant's prior-year operating expenditures,

whichever is less. This is a more appropriate level in light of

current construction costs, and it has been implemented through the

appropriations process since 1981. Also, we would add to Section 7

a provision permitting funds available for that section to be used

for Section 16 as well. The proposal would terminate the authority

for "pinpoint disaster" assistance under both Public Law 81-874 and

Public Law 81-815. No funds have ever been specifically appropri-

ated for this authority, and congressional reports have stated that

pinpoint disaster claims should be the responsibility of State and

local governments.

In addition, our proposal would repeal a provision enacted in

1986 governing the counting of kindergarten children for purposes of

Section 3 payments. This provision does not change the Department's

practice for most States. However, it adversely affects payments for

25
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kindergarten children in some States by requiring the Department to

count full-day kindergarten children as nalf-time students when the

State counts them as half-time students for State aid purposes. We

believe this provision is inconsistent with the purposes of this

program.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity to discuss our

legislative proposal. My colleagues and I will be happy to respond

to your questions.
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Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you, Dr. Davenport.
The next witness is Dr. Robert Thomas, Superintendent, Fall-

brook Union High School District in California.
Dr. THOMAS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am here rcpresenting

the National Association of Federally Impacted Schools.
Without going into the historyit's included in my testimonyI

think we're aware of the fact that the overriding concept support-
ing reimbursement payments to local school districts by the Impact
Aid law is that Federal ownership or Federal activity has placed a
financial burden on local school districts' ability to generate suffi-
cient revenue to educate its children. The assumption is that the
tax-free status of Federal property and certain Federal activities
prevents, in one way or another, directly or indirectly, the genera-
tion of th local share of the per-pupil cost.

impact aid funds are allocated, as you know, through a variety of
formulas covering a variety of needs of studentsA, B, Indian stu-
dt ,;(43, low rent housing students, many of these students in the
poverty level, and students on our Native India... reservations.

This is one program where the Federal Government and school
districts are able to work hand-in-hand in meeting the needs of
these students, and certainly our nation. A great deal of attention
has been given over the past several months in a number of reports
and publications, questioning the quality of education in our great
nation. Special attention has been given to the dangers facing this
nation's future if the quality of education is not improved in dis-
tricts throughout our country. I believe most people would agree
that there is certainly a direct correlation between funding and the
quality of educational programs that exist. The failure of our Fed-
eral Government to continue to fund impact aid would only add to
this crisis.

I would recommend that your committee not only support our re-
authorization, but encourage Congress to support movement
toward full funding of the program in a planned and timely proc-
ess. We recognize full funding of impact aid may not be possible in
any one year, but we certainly believe significant progress can and
should be made in a reasonable period of time.

As president of the National Impact Aid Association, I would like
to stress the concern our organization has shown toward the reau-
thorization process. Last spring I selected a task force to review the
impact aid program and to develop a reauthorization proposal that
would best address the needs of all students and all school districts
across the country who are dependent on this program. A nine-
member task force was appointed and three well-qualified consult-
ants selected to work with us. Selection of the task force was made
to include representatives from all the various categories of the
program. A number of meetings were held to allow input from
people, to write in suggestions. Opportunities for testimony was
given. Early drafts were made available and a lot of work went on
to come up with a document that we presented to your committee.

I feel the final recommendation of our association represents
unity and equity for everyone in the program. Even after an
almost unanimous acceptance of the task force proposal last fall,
the association continued to seek revision and compromise with a
few districts who felt their concerns were not fairly dealt with. In

2 7
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fact, these went on through yesterday afternoon and basically
reached a conclusion, and I think agreement, yesterday and today.

Earlier in my comments I addressed concern for the many mili-tary students who qualify as poverty level students. It needs to be
stressed that thousands of poverty level aid handicapped students
have their particular needs addressed through the impact aid pro-
gram. Although much of the impact aid funding is noncategoricaland used by school districts to serve all students, $82 million of the
current program is directed toward handicapped and poverty level
children. These funds are carefully monitored with clear audit
,trails to assure that the entire $82 million is spent in these catego-ries.

Again, many of those being served are children of our military
who often qualify at a poverty level and face problems of constant
mobility, one parent being away on duty, and other problems that
qualify them often as handicapped as well as poverty level Many
of our Indian students across the country have special needs and
handicaps that are met thrcugh this program. Without ongoing re-
authorization of this program, the special needs of many of these
students obviously will not be met.

A great deal can be said about the obligation of the Federal Gov-
ernment in working with local school districts in meeting the bur-dens of today's high educational costs. We are all in agreement
that a strong military is necessary for the future welfare of this
nation. To maintain a strong military, a high qualify of educational
programs needs to be available to the dependents of those serving
in our armed forces. But the strength of our nation also depends onthe strength of all of our future yot'ng citizens, be they on an
Indian reservation, living in low-rent housing, handicapped stu-dents in every State throughout the union, or students enrolled in
school districts throughout the nation where the quality of educa-
tion is dependent upon the reimbursement of funds to local school
districts by the Federal Government through Public Law 81-874.

As a school superintendent who has had the privilege of serving
as president of the National Association of Federally ImpactedSchools, I urge this committee to support reauthorization of PublicLaw 81-874 as vital and necessary for the welfare of our entirenation.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Robert P. Thomas >llows:]
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IMPACT AID POSITION PAPER

by:

Dr. Robert P. Thomas, President
National Association of Federally Impacted Schools

*Testimony Before Congressman Hawkins' House Subcommittee on
Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education - March 31, 1987

The federal government has provided assistance to local
school districts through impact aid (P.L. 81-874) since 1950.
The program was designed to replace temporary federal payments
intended to enable local school districts to provide educational
opportunities for children who lived within the school district,
and whose parents lived on or worked on non-taxable federal
property. The Federal Impact Aid Program provides revenues and
compensates school districts for property losses resulting from
the presence of tax-exempt federal property within the district
as well. The overriding concept which supports reimbursement
payments to local school districts by the Impact Aid law is that
federal ownership or federal activity have placed a financial
burden on a local school district's ability to generate
sufficient revenue to educate its children. The assumption is
that the "tax free" status of federal property and certain
federal activities prevents (in one way or another - directly or
indirectly) the generation of the local share of the per pupil
cost. Impact aid funds are allocated through several formulas
that reflect different categories of children, and also the local
tax effort as measured by property revenues per unit of Average
Daily Attendance. The differing funding formulas recognize two
basic categories of students: "a" students live on federal
property in the school district and have a parent who works on
federal property, and "b" students either live on federal
property or have a parent who works on federal property. Funding
for "a" students is higher than for "b" students to reflect the
additional tax loss. Federal impact aid, most often called P.L.
874 funds, is general purpose revenue and may be spent without
restriction. This means that the impact aid funds have become an
integral part of paying for education opportunities for all
students within a school district. Without these funds, school
districts would be severely restricted in the opportunities they
could provide to all the federally connected youngsters - be they
of milita'-v personnel, from Indian lands, from low rent housing
units or handicapped - throughout the country. One of the
concerns in past years is to maintain a high quality of standards
for enlisted men, as well as the officers serving in our armed
services. One of the prize "plums" of a duty assignment is to be
located within an outstanding school district. You will find in
most cases these school districts are very dependent upon P.L.
874 funding, and without impact aid, would not be able to
maintain high quality programs for the children of our military
personnel. It should be noted that many of the children of non-
commissioned officers are served under the segments of the
program meeting the needs of those considered living at a poverty
level. They commonly live in low-rent housing, qualify for lunch
assistance, and the family qualifies for food stamps. A loss of
impact aid funding to schools serving these needy children would
certainly not be in the best interest of our country. This is
one program where the federal government and school districts are
able to work hand-in-hand in meeting the needs of our nation.

2 fl
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A great deal of attention has been given over the past
several months in a number of reports and publications
questioning the quality of education in our great nation.
Special attention has been given to the dangers facing this
nation's future if the quality of education is not improved in
school districts throughout the country. I believe most people
would agree that there is certainly a direct correlation between
funding and the quality of educational programs that exist. The
failure of our federal government to continue to fund impact aid
would only add to this crisis.

I would recommend that this committee not only support
reauthorization of the program, but encourage the Congress to
support movement towards full funding of the program in a planned
and timely process. We all recognize full funding of impact aid
may not be possible in any one year, but we do believe
significant progress can, and should be made in a reasonable
period of time.

As President of the National Impact Aid Association, I would
like to stress the concern our organization has shown towards the
reauthorization process. Last spring, I selected a task force to
review the impact aid program and to develop a reauthorization
proposal that would best address the needs of all students and
school districts across the country who are dependent on the
program. A nine member task force was appointed and three well
qualified consultants were selected to work with the task force.
Selection of the task force was made to include representatives
from all the various categories of the impact aid program. A
number of meetings were held throughout the country to allow
input from anyone interested in doing so. Early dra:ts were made
available to impact aid districts for review as well as to
provide additional opportunities to see that all concerns were
properly addressed to allow the National Association of Federally
Impacted Schools the opportunity to provide recommendations for
Reauthorization of Public Law 81-874 to the authorizing
committees of the United States Congress that represent united
support of the Federally Impacted School Districts in every state
of the nation.

I feel the final recommendation of our Association
represents unity and equity for everyone in the program. Even
after almost unanimous acceptance of the task force proposal last
fall, the Association continued to seek revision and compromise
with a few districts who felt their concerns were not fairly
dealt. with. Our Association feels these on-going efforts to
resolve problems have in fact resulted in a series of
recommendations we can all support at this time as we appear to
have come together in support of reauthorization of the impact
aid program. The recommendations also contain formulas for fair
distribution of available funds until such time as we reach full
funding of the program.

Earlier in my comments I addressed concern for the many
military students who qualify as poverty level students. It
needs to be stressed that thousands of poverty level and
handicapped students have their particular needs addressed
through the impact aid program. Although much of the impact aid
funding is non-categorical and used by school districts to serve
all students, 82 million dollars of the current program is
directed towards handicapped and poverty level children. These
funds are carefully monitored with a clear audit trail to assure
the 82 million dollars is spent in these categories. Again, many
of those being served are children of our military who often
qualify at a poverty level and face problems of constant
mobility, one parent being away on duty, and other problems that
often qualify them as handicapped, as well as poverty level.
any of our Indian students across the country have special needs
and handicaps that are met through our impact aid program.
Without on-going authorization of P.L. 81-874 (impact aid) he
special needs of many handicapped students, as well as those
living at a poverty level will not be properly served.
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A great deal can be said about the obl,cation of the federal
government in working with local school .stricts in meeting the
burdens of today's high educational costs. We are all in
agreement that a strong military is necessary for the future
welfare of this nation. To maintain a strong military, a high
quality of educational programs needs to be available to the
dependents of those serving in our Armed Forces. But the
strength of our nation also depends on the strength of all our
future young citizens, be they on an Indian reservation, living
in low-rent housing, handicapped students in every state in our
Union, or students enrolled in school districts throughout the
nation where the quality of education is dependent upon the
reimbursement of funds to local school districts by the federal
government through P.L. 81-874.

As a school superintendent who has the privilege of serving
as President of the National Association of Federally Impacted
Schools, I urge the committee to support reauthorization of P.L.
81-874 (impact aid) as vital and necessary for the welfare of the
United States of America.

Q 1
4 3.
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Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you, Dr. Thomas.
The next witness is Dr. Buzzard, Superintendent, Santee School

District.
Dr. BUZZARD. Thank you, Chairman Hawkins. I appreciate the

opportunity to give testimony regarding reauthorization of impact
aid.

Recently I was listening to a tape with my daughter by the Alan
Parsons Project. On it was a song that I thought was appropriate to
the discussions regarding impact aid. I promise I won't sing it, but
I will recite it to you, though.

Money don't grow on a money tree; the more you take, leave less for me. Money
don't buy what you really need, it make an ice man cry, it make a stone man bleed.
But when you get right down to it, no matter who you are, it rules your life like a
virgin queen.

One day you might get over it, but in the meantime it rules the world like a green
machine. In the bank, in a box, money talks. In the black, on the rocks, money
talks. Money don't lose in the money game; it drags you down like a ball and chain.
So money don't come with a guarantee; it make a fool of you, it make a fool of me.
But when you get right down to it, no matter what you say, it ties you down but it
can set you free. Someday you might get over it, but in the meantime it burns youup in the first degree.

Moscow, Bangkok, money talk. Park Lane, Boardwalk, money talk. But when you
get right down to it, no matter what you try, you deal the cards, give the wheel a
spin. One day you might get over it, but everybody knows it's heads you lose and
tails they win. Don't have too much to show for it, and that's the way it goes. You
roll the dice and they cash you in. Pinball, jukebox, money talks. Redskins, White
Sox, money talks. Billboard, cashbox, money talks.

I hope that we don't allow the distribution of funds to overshad-
ow the importance of the reauthorization of impact aid. And I hope
we don't lose sight of what impact aid is all aboutthat is, the edu-
cation of children whose education cannot be financed through
local resources because of a Federal presence or activity.

In the debate regarding impact aid, I was encouraged to set aside
my provincial concerns to look at the big picture regarding impact
aid, and to recognize that there are needs other than those of my
school. I have tried to do that, but I must confess that I have not
been entirely successful.

I would like to tell you a little bit about us, not because we de-
serve consideration above all others, but because we are represent-
ative of many impact aid recipients; that is, small, rural isolated
districts serving Indian kids.

In the past 5 years the levels of impaction at Santee have ranged
from 98.7 to 99.3 percent, depending upon whether or not Christie
Barney lives with her mother in Salt Lake City or her father on
taxable land in our district. During that same time, the percent of
impact aid receipts to general fund receipts averaged 71 percent of
our revenues received and the amount of funds received from tax-
ation averaged 2.6 percent of receipts, which generated an average
of $22,112 per year. Our assessed valuation averaged $1,279,148.
From that it is clear that for districts like Santee impact aid is the
heart and soul of the district's financial structure. Without impact
aid, we will not survive. It's that simple.

There are those who question why small, rural, isolated districts
serving a majority of Indian students should survive. I can only tell
you that Indian reservations were not created by Indian people,
nor did we create school districts. But they are a fact of life and
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the fact remains that these school districts have been more effi-
cient and more proficient in providing an education to Indian chil-
dren than when those students attended other types of schools.

At one time Santee sent their children to an off-reservation
school in a neighboring community to attend high school. Over the
years, few Indian children ever graduated or were part of the ath-
letic teams or ever involved in drama or debate or other school ac-
tivities. They were simply not part of the schoolfor whatever rea-
sons. I think there has been enough studies done and enough infor-
mation generated to indicate that there is a problem that occurs
when mmority children are placed into a district where their par-
ents have little or no say.

During the hearings conducted by the National Association,
which I was privileged to be a part of, it became clear that Indian
communities were adamant about maintaining, within current law,
the provisions requiring consultations with tribes. Tribes and par-
ents view consultation as essential to the operations of the impact
aid program and schools that serve their children.

How do we use impact aid funds? Five years ago Santee had no
counselor, no music program, no art instruction, very little voca-
tional instruction, and no business education program. The impact
aid funding was an up and down proposition and there were some
times when we were required to get special appropriations to keep
our school doors open. In the past 5 years we have experienced
some stability in our financial situation. We have added a counsel-
or, we have added a music programand I don't have the time to
go into it, but I would encourage you to read my written testimony
about a friend of mine named Mark Henry. That's why we think a
band was important.

We have a business education program with computer literacy as
a major part of the program. We now have an excellent art instruc-
tion program, and our kids have won best-of-show in many art con-
tests within the last few years. We have done this without sacrific-
ing academics. We have shown steady academic progress and we
are making a good faith effort to educate children in our district
and impact aid allows us to do that. Despite these modest gains, we
have a great (leg more to do.

I think it I; important, at least briefly, to consider treaty obliga-
tions. The lecal evidence and legislative history of Public Law 81-
874 gives no indication that the inclusion of children residing on
Indian lands be related to the satisfaction of treaty obligations to
Indian tribes in payments under the impact aid program. However,
payments with respect to entitlements bsed on children residing on
Indian lands now constitute a major portion of payments under the
program.

Payments under impact aid provide more funds for the education
of Indian children than any other single Federal source, and per-
haps more than any other source, be it State or local. The result is,
intended or not, if the Federal Government is satisfying those obli-
gations at all, a major part of that satisfaction is had under the
impact aid program.

My ancestors and many of your ancestors were involved in a
long, costly, bitter struggle. I have to tell you that my ancestors
knew that it was a struggle they could not win. Tribal leaders
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talked about this invasion of light-skinned people that seemed to be
coming forth like ants and that there was no end to them. There
was an unlimited source of adversaries with amazing weapons and
pieces of equipment that foretold defeat.

Yet they struggled. Why? Because of a sense of obligation,. be-
cause of a sense of destiny and of the future. They struggled anddied for a promise that their children would be educated, and that
promise was given. One of the things my ancestors insisted upon in
treaties with the United States was educational provisions. During
the period of 1794 to 1968, more than 100 treaties were signed
which contained educational provisions.

Over the history of the relationship between the United States
and Indian tribes, education has been a major component of that
relationship. Treaty obligations are not something to be taken
lightly because these treaties were written in the blood of your an-cestors and mine, an obligation that is almost taken that the
United States would provide an education for Indian children. Like
it or not, if those treaty obligations are being met at all, impact aid
is the major source of revenue by which these treaty obligations
are being met.

The message I want to leave with you is that impact aid is more
than facts and figures. I know it is hard to concentrate on individ-
ual circumstances; yet, that is how the funds are used. They areused to try to provide a better standard of living for our students sothat they can benefit personally and we can benefit as a society. I
urge this committee to not only seek reauthorization of impact aid,but to fight for decent levels of funding for the program because
the education of federally connected children is clearly an obliga-
tion of the Federal Government and just as clearly in their inter-est.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Marvin Buzzard follows:]

-t4
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,1.111-eln linwhins and member.* et the Suheommittee onrienent,ry, Secondary end Vocational Filuention. I am Marvinflur.erd, Seperintendent of the Santee ehlie Schools, located inSe Rtes, Nehreeke. I represent a school dintrict that serves theSantee Sioux Indian Reservation. I would like to express synPlueelntiou for being invited to jive testimony regardingreautheriretion of Public Law A74, Impact Aid.Tn the diectutnionn I've been involved with regarding theienuthorizetion of Impact Aid, end I've heen a pert of several,there doesn't seem to he a great dent of ..lifficulty reachingconnenenn on changes being proposed in the law, except when itgetn to the retribution of limited renources. There is lossthan half the money needed to fully fund the program. Politicalreality teller us that the program is not going to be fullyfended. So the qoention in how to distribute the limitedresource.*, entrusting that Impact Aid le reauthorized.Recently I wan listening to a tape with 'ay daughter by theAlan Pareons Project. On it wan a song that I thought waspertieelerly appropriate to the discussion', regarding 'enact Aid.The title of the song is Honey /alkn - "Money don't grow on amane., tree - the more you take leave the leas for me. Moneydon't buy whet you really need, it make an ice man cry, it make aatone man bleed. But when you get
right down to it, no matter whoyou are, it rules your life like a virgin queen. One day yet.might yet over it, but in the meantime it rules the world like agreen enehlne. In the hank, in a hoe, money talks. In theMack, on the rocke, money talks, money talks. Honey don'tlone in the money game, it drags you down like a bell and chain.So money don't (-own with a guarantee. It make a fool of you, itmake a fool of me. but when you get field down to it, no matterwhet you any, It tine you down but it men mat you free. Sowedayyou might get over it but in the
meantime it burns you up in thefir.t degree. Moscow, Bangkok, money tnik. Parklane, Boardwalk,money tell, lint when you get right down to it, no matter whatyou try - you deal the cards,

give the wheel a spin. One day youmight get over it but everybody knows it's heeds you lose andtails they win. Don't have too much to show for it and that's theway it goes, you roll the dice and they cneb you in. Pinball,jukebox, money talks. Redskins, White Sox, money talks.Billbonrd, cashbox, money talks."
I'm concerned that we have allowed the distribution of fundsto overshedew the importance of the rnuthorization of ImpactAid. We have somehow lost sight

of what Impact Aid is all about- that is the education of children whose education can not befineneed through local eourcee barmier of a federal presence orectivity. We've gotten no cement-hod ',bout "the more you takeleave lean for me" that. this
"green machine" threatens to destroythe program.

I renileo tint a Inryn pert of the dlocunnion concerning therenuthorizotion of import Aid nectleenrily revolves around thedistribution of money because we all decry the fact that everyyear deeinionn have to be merle about how to distribute thelimited renoureee. I don't bnve the ',newer to that question.I'm bete to talk about what the mousy Anyn, whet the money doesfor those children for whom you and I hove assumed
responsibilityfor their education.

In the debate regarding
Impact Aid, I wee encouraged to setncide my provincial concerns, to look at the 'big' pictureregarding Impact Aid and to recognize that there are needs otherthen those of my echool. I have tried to do that but mustconfeee that I have not been entirely neecensful. As a result,I intend to speak briefly

about our nnndn. Santee is a small,rural, tnoInted echool district
that nvrvnn a majority of Indianchildren. We are not unique in that roepoct. Mare are manydintileto lihn Santee. I'd like to tell you a little bit about us- not barannn we npanrva considerntien above all others, butheenune we are reprenentetive

of twiny Impact Aid recipient.*.
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in the !wit five yeern the level, of impaction at Santee
have ranged from 98.7 1,, 44.3, depending upon whether or not
DrInn HArney's si,lo 1, living with her tether rather than her
mother in Salt h&c.. City. II e knrney, nre A non-Indian family
who live on tnxAhle lend During that envie time, the percent of
impact aid receipts to general fund receipts avAragnd 71x of
revenues received And our percent of iedernlly-connected kids
averaged in eYCPAA of 91%. The amount of funds received from
taxation averAgnd 7.6% ni receipt^ which generated an average of
977,117 per year. Our An.sesned valuation AverAged e1,279,148 and
our tnx rate, which is not based upon mill levy. in Nebraska,
wnn well Above AGM. aver-ogees. We have, At that same time,
experienced reductions in ntate Aid. From that it le clear that
for districts like Santee. impact Aid IA the haart and soul of
the district's finAnciel structure. Without impAct Aid we will
not survive. It's that simple.

There Aro those who quontion why "mall, rural, isolated
dintrietn serving n mnjority of Indian ntnrinnts even ',mint. I
cAn only tell yogi that Indian reAervAtion, were not created by
Indifin people nor did they crept" indian Achnol diAtricts. Hut
they're A fact of lite and the fnct remain" that thfifie school
district" hove been more effective and more proficient in
providing An education to Indlnn children than when those Indian
children Attended other typnn of school". At one time Santee
sent their children to an off-reAervation school In a neighboring
community to nttend high school. (her thn years few Indian
children over graduated, or were port of thn athletic teams, or
were evAr involved in drama nr debate nr plays. Few were ever
officers, Atudenta cn .11 meehArs - they simply were not a part
of the school - for whAlever reason". There's been enough studies
done - enough information generated to indicate that there is a
problem that occurA when minority children are placed into a
district whern their parents have little or no say.

1ncA1 control of nohooln hen been taken for granted in this
cotitry for yearn. However, becAnee of the way in which Indian
children were edneeted, local control in s fairly new phenosenon
to many Indian comeunitiea. During the henrings conducted by the
National Armor I nt :nit of Fedornlly Impactor' Schools thin post
summer it hmcAme clear that Indian communitlea were adamant about
Aintaining current, provisions within the law requiring
consultation with tribes. 1riben and parent" view consultation as
esAential to the riper-Minna of the Impart Aid program nnd schools
that serve their children.

How Are Impact Aid funds wield? Five years ago, Santee had
no criminal/3r, no muaic program, no art instruction, very little
in the way of vocational instrnction And no business education
program. Five ynar^ ago Impact Aid funds ware an up and down
proposition. There were years when SAnten experienced cash flow
problem^ to Anch no nxtent that miler:LAI appropriations were
neceAsery to knell the doors to thn school open. Over the last
five years, the fInnncial situation of the district has
Atabill7ed. During that time, Santee hen addnd a school
counselor. Santee hoe Added a Meat,: education program to such an
extent that the bend now ininhern elmoni hnlf the ^tudents in the
high 'wheel nna is recoeni7ed As one of the better bands in the
area fielding A much larger bond than schools significantly
lArger than lie. The dlsttict has AAnumed responAlbility for
renting inetfumenta. The economics of our community would, in
noel Caaen, prohibit students from being in the bend if they were
required to pny the rent.) feria for the instruments, so the
diAtrict pays for them. W. do no bAcAnne we think it's important
to have A bend. Why? Well, for one, Mark Henry. Hark suffers
from muAculAr dystrophy nnd has been confined to a wheelchair for
a numher of year". When T came, Mark was in the seventh grade.
tin wouldn't come to Arbon' - At least not very often - and when
he caw., he didn't work. I brought him in one day to talk to him
shout it and he solid, "Look, there's nothing you can do to me, I
don't care, I'm crippled, I'm going to die. no leave me alone."
My roAponAn won. "Your Lady any he crippled but everything that
I've rend And Innen nnyn that your mind in very healthy and I'm
not going to allow you to ignore your hrAin. You're going to
come to ftchnol end you're going to do work." He snid, "I'm net,"
and he didn't.
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Mark came in toward the end of summer after his seventhgrade and 7 was shocked At the dntreforetIon. 1 told my wife,"Thin boy is going to din." I visited with Mark to find out whet
would intoteet him in school. His reply was that we had a bendAnd he wanted to he in it. I visited with the bend teacher about
linrk'e request. She thought. About it I.' awhile And we discussed
It nose more and I suggested he try the hese drum.

Refore this wee allowed I talked to his physical therapistwho stated that that was not posaiLle.
I mentioned the bass drumand her reply was, "Maybe " The bend ,eon is up neveral steps onthe [singe. Thn physical therapist toll no we'd have to move theheed room which was not possible because we didn't have anyplaceelse to have bend. Her reply wan, "Well, Mark can't be in thehand because he can't get up the steps."

We designed some portable reepn lint the kids could put inplace, ',embed him up the ramp into the bend room and he playedthe bees drum. Mark is now a junior and bee gone to leadershipcrimp the pest two years.
He's won Presidential and GovernmentalAwards for him efforts, is an hone' tele at udent end not a weekgoes by that he doesn't talk about college and whet he plans todo with his life. I don't know how Jong Mark's going to live,but I believe that the inclusion of a bend program lengthened and

added A great deal to him life.
We now have a business education program which has, as enintegral pert, computer literacy. We now have art instruction.

Our kids helve won best-of-show in severe' Art contests within thepast few years and Santee is now one of the first schools celledwhen Area schools have art, exhibits. We've expended ourindustrial arta offerings to include welding and smell enginerepair. We have made these additions without sacrificingacademics. Our students have /shove [steady
academie progress. Weare melting A good faith effort to ,educate children in ourdistrict. And Impact Aid allows us to do that. Despite thinemodest gains, we have n great deal ['nip to do.

I have never Mean one to believe that the purpose of schoolswas to entertain its patrons by Iinviee
-.erenafel athletic teems.At the Ammo time I believe activities
Are An Important. pert ofthe development of students And can he A major contributor tocommunity pride. When I came to Saute.., It looked an if thegirls' athletic program would not survive. Mainly because no onewee willing to comets them.

Putting my money where my mouth was,7 coached the girls' team - much to their detriment I might add.At that time we were not pert of An athletic conferenceapparently because we had not proven ourselves to area schoolsAnd so were not allowed in the conference - we are now, by theway. We had to play games where WS could find them and one ofthe places we 'found' a game was in Omaha against a small,private school. Omaha is two hundred ellen from Santee, so offwe net in our 1963 Ford 38 rameenger ben with I don't kn7w howmany miles on It. New regulations l..,d hnen panned concerningmoiety which required all of the po,te within the interior of thebum to be padded - no we did - with eirpet remnants and ducttape. We looked for places to r.-.r1 on an incline so that weeeeld start the hen in case the halter; lont it's charge. Wedrove for S 1/7 bourn at about a', miles an hour, got there,played the game Ann turned Around 1 heAded home, having to askthe kids to get out and push the bun when we left and when westopped to ent A Late supper.
Returning to Santee, I made asolemn vow that that would be the Inert time I'd ever ride inthat bus to Omaha or

nnywhera else and 11 would be the last timeour kids would be Raked to ride 5 1/7 hours in that hunk of junkplay A grime, and then
turn around and drive back for 5 1/2 hoursIn that same hunk of junk. The Board Was convinced that we hadthe resources nvellahle to pervious n new hen And the following"summer ono was. I remember driving the hum into Santee throughthe Main ati sot of town to the [school. by the time I arrived, itwee like the Pied Piper. There was ilia little entourage of kidson bike and on foot following the bee set(' the school perkinglot. In a town like Sentee things doel happen without peopleknowing nhout it. I remember getting off of the bee and thefollowing exchange felting piece "Who I that bun for7" "Whetdeer. it, may on the wide of the bun?" "It says, Santee Warriors."
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'well, who lie the Santee Warriors?" We ere." "You roan, we're
going to get to ride on thin bust" -Don't you think that you
d es,, on ti'' You know, they had to think nbout it. They said
ea,, tool they had to thin nbont It.

nut -hoot colors ere gold and royal blue and our uniforms
reflect them. For home gnmeP we weer gold with blue trim. Our
h nym were pinying in n tournament and we vele designated the home
team. Mir ..Holm colors had bled together to such nn extent that
the nuunearor at nted to t'o audience -And wearing green and bine,
the 'antee Wntriots." T remember the kids And parents looking at
e ach Mt,. the next year we hnd new nnifoims. Did those
nnifeten make our kids better pinie, a? Did it add to their
shills Did it ,alto them better rhootera7 Probably not. Rut
that limn team IOW. ()OA a record of cue or two ,Ins per hear to
whole this pest yenr this teem wound up rated fourth in the
state. hid that success make our kids hettur students? Ask our
tomchels. Did it hub off in class - nail our parents. That's how
oar Ippoil Aid money is being "red - ita being u,,d to .duc_rte
children it's lining used to try to instill in children a snne
of pride, a souse of purpose.

Daring diacnnsions regarding Impact Aid, I've been asked by
my colleagues not to concentrate on treaty obligations. As you
e nn Pee, I don't listen too well to my colleagues. I think it is
importnnt, nt least briefly, to consider treaty obligations.
The legal evidence and the legislative history of P.L. 874 gives
no indiention that the inclusion of children residing on Indian
lands he related to the satisfaction of treaty obligations to
Indian Tripes in payments under tilt Impact Aid program. However,
payments with respect to entitlements harked on children residing
on Indian lands now constitute about 40% of the payments under
the progrnm. Payments under Impact Aid provide more funds for
the education of Indian children than any other single Federal
source, and perhaps more than any other source, be it state or
local. The result is, intended or not, if the Federal government
in satisfying thane obligations at All, a major part of that
satisfaction im had under the Impact Aid program. My ancestors
and many of your ancestors were involved in a long, costly,
lengthy struggle. And I have to tell you that my ancestors knew
that it was a struggle that they could not win. Tribal leaders
talked about this invasion of light-skinned people that seemed to
be coming forth like ants and that there was no end to them.
There was an unlimited source of adversaries with amazing weapons
and pieces of equipment that foretold defeat. Yet they struggled
on. Why? Because, of a sense of obligation. Beceune of a sense
of destiny and of the future. They struggled end died for a
promise that their children would be educated. And that promise
was given. One of the things my ancestors insisted upon in
trestles with the United States was educational provisions.
Educational activities of the government contingent upon treaty
agreementa with tribes began with the treaty of December 2, 1794
with the Oniednm, Tumcnrorn and Stockbridge Nations. During the
period of 1/44 to 1888 more than one hundred treaties were signed
which contained educational proviaions.

Over the history of the relationship hetween the United
Stntes said IndInn tribes, education has heart a major
component of thnt relationship. Treaty obligations are nct
something to he token lightly because these treaties were written
in the blood of your ancestors and mine and an obligation, a
solemn onth, tnkon that the United Staten would provide an
education for Indian children. Like it or not, if those treaty
obltgotions are being met at All, Impact Aid is the major source
Of revenue by which these treaty obligations are being met.

The message I want to leave with you is that Impact Aid is
more than facts and figures. I know it is hard to concentrate on
individual circumstances, yet, that is how the funds are used.Theyto na0 to try to provide a better standard of living for
our students so that they can benefit personally and we can
benefit. as a society. I urge this Committee to not only seek
renuthorirntion of Impact Aid but to fight for decent levels of
1 ling Inv the program bocnune the education of federally
connected children in clearly an obligation of the federal
government and just nn clearly in their interest.
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Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you, Dr. Buzard.
The next witness is Dr. John Hansen.
Mr. HANSEN. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my

name is John Hansen. I'm the President of the Bellevue Board of
Education of Bellevue, NE. I represent a school district that serves
the educational needs of military dependents of Offutt Air Force
Base and the headquarters of the Strategic Air Command. Our
school district provides the schooling for over 8,000 children, 65
percent of which are military deperdents.

My main purpose today is to urge the reauthorization of impact
aid, a program that is absolutely necessary for the survival of
school districts like ours, and for the education of the half-million
children of personnel in the uniformed services.

At this time I would like to turn this part over to Dr. Richard
Triplett, our Superintendent, for more specifics in this matter.

[The prepared statement of John F. Hansen follows:]

4i0
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Mister Chairman and Members of the Committee,

I am John F. Hansen, President of the Bellevue Board of Education
of Bellevue, Nebraska. I represent a school district that serves the
educational needs of military 6pendent of Offutt Air Force Base and
the headquotters of Strategic tlx Command. Our school district provides
the s'hooling for over 8,000 children, 657. of which are military dependents.
Our community enjoys, I believe, an exceptionally strong tie between
the military and civilian communities, and in the schools we consider
ourselves one school community. Our military friends are world travellers,
and they bring their experiences into our community and our classroom
to enrich us all.

My main purpose is to urge the reauthorization of impact aid, a program
that is absolutely necessary for the survival of school districts like
ours and for the education of the half-million children of personnel
in the uniformed services.

It has been pointed out by those who oppose impact aid legislation
that a federal installation is an economic asset to the local community
and that, therefore, local school districts can get along very well without
federal dollars flowing into the community by means of impact aid. While
it is undeniable that a military base has a positive effect on the larger
community (that Ls, an entire metropolitan area or the state where the
base is located), it is not necessarily true that a federal installation
is an asset to the school district. In fact, it is usually a financial
liability. Federal studies over the years have concluded, and I quote,
"There is no evidence to support the contention that there are net fiscal
benefits to local educational agencies arising from federal activities."

How can this be the case? Very simply, because local government
is not permitted to tax federal land and because "exclusive jurisdiction"
prevents local subdivisions of government from taxing private property
located on that land. In our district, the base represents 187. of the
land, but, if it were taxable, it would increase our tax base by 100%.
For "A" students, those who live on the military installation, we are
prohibited from taxing both the parents' workplace and place of residence.
For "B" students, we are not allowed to tax the parents' place of employment.
For both "A" and "B" students, we lose possible revenue if the parents

exercise their rights under the Soldiers' and Sailors' Relief Act and
choose to register autos, boats, and recreational vehicles in th,± home
states.

Does the stare of Nebraska benefit by the $1 billion generated by
Offutt'a total economic impact, including payroll, procurements, and
construction? Absolutely. Does the school district of Bellevue benefit
from Offutt? CertAinly we enjoy immeasurable benefits, but they are
not economic benefit.. R..oll is not taxed by the school. If personnel
shop on base, sales tax is not collected. The procurements and construction
contracts let by Offutt will probably go to Omaha or Nebraska businesses,
not to Bellevue contractors that Are taxed to support our schools, because
the city and school district of Bellevue are largely residential, with
proportionately little industry and business. These are the reasons
that I argue that the wider neighborhood profits from a federal installation,
but the local school district does not.
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I wish to address, briefly, the issue of the "B" student--that child
whose parent works on base but the family lives off base. Before fiscal
year 1982, payment for the "B" students was 50% of payment for an "A"
student. The rationale was simply that we could tax the home of the
student, but not the place where the parent was employed. Since 1982,
however, the payment rate has been reduced to 16.6% of the "3A" rate.
I urge you to consider the equity of the original intent of the law and
to recognize that a payment for "B" students is absolutely necessary
as an in-lieu-of tax reimbursement for the lost revenue 'hat cannot be
recovered in any other manner.

When impact aid is not received in the 2,600 school districts which
are funded in the program, crises occur for the half-million military
dependents who benefit from the program, and for the civilian youngsters
who sitside-by-side with them in the same classroom across the nation.
The most drastic measures taken by school districts--those of closing
schools and terminating teachers' contracts--affect all children in the
district, civilian and military alike. And the attempt by some districts
to charge tuition cf military parents is a hardship on the people who
serve their country in the uniformed services. Bellevue experienced
such a crisis in 1970, and we still recall the pain that resulted to
our total community.

The solution is threefolds first, to reauthorize the program; second,
to increase the financial support to provide full funding; and third,
when allocations are insufficient to fulfill the obligation to fully
fund all entitlements, to maintain priorities that assure first funding
for districts with the greatest need.

At this time I would like the Superintendent of the Bellevue Public
Schools, Dr. Richer.] L. Triplett, to refer you to our handouts and respond
to any questions you may have with regard to our positions. Thank you
for the opportunity to speak today on behalf of the reauthorization of
impact aid.

4 2
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Dr. TRIPLErr. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I
am pleased to be here today to offer testimony on behalf of the
impact aid program.

I am here today not only representing the Bellevue School Dis-
trict, but also here representing highly impacted school districts
serving military installations.

We have been working for a little more than 18 months with 43
school districts across the United States, all of those districts serv-
ing military installations, and the tan document before you that we
have entitled "Reauthorization of Impact Aid" is an outgrowth of
the efforts of the highly impacted school districts serving military
installations.

The superintendents that participated in that particular program
are here today in the audience. I would like to point out that they
have taken the time from their very busy schedules to be here to
offer support for the program by their presence.

The document that I have referred to responds to many of the
questions that you may have regarding the impact aid program. I
will refer only tothere are nine enclosures and I will not go into
each one of those. But Enclosure 8 sets forth a position paper for
the highly federally impacted schools serving military installations,
and Enclosure 9 --

Mr. GOODLING. Excuse me. Did you say we should have these?
Dr. TRIPLErr. You should have that. It was provided as a part of

our testimony. It's a document that looks like this [indicating]. I
think we made it available to --

Chairman HAWKINS. Has it been distributed to the members of
the committee?

Dr. TRIPLErr. It certainly should have been.
Mr. FORD. Is that the one called "Impact Aid Position Paper" by

Dr. Robert Thomas? _

Dr. TRIPLErr. No. It's entitled--
Chairman HAWKINS. Everyone seems to have it except members

of the committee.
Dr. TRIPLETT. I think it would be an excellent idea to get those

documents in the hands of the committee.
Chairman HAWKINS. Yes. Up here is where you expect to get the

votes.
Dr. TRIPLErr. You bet, right. [Laughter.]
Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you very much. They are being dis-

tributed now and are being noted in the record. Thank you, Dr.
Triplett.

Dr. TRIPLErr. I certainly don't want to go into detail in terms of
each one of the enclosures, but I just wanted to make mention that
in Enclosure 8 it does set forth the position paper of the highly fed-
erally impacted schools serving military installations. And Enclo-
sure 9 contains the amendments that we feel are necessary to
Public Law 81-874 in order to implement that position paper.

For purposes of clarification, I would like to address some of the
issues that appear to be in common and were in agreement with
the National Association of Federally Impacted Schools.

We agree that impact aid is an obligation of the Federal Govern-
ment. It is certainly not a welfare program and it's not a subsidy.
We also are in agreement that the bill should be fully funded. We
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are also in agreement with the National Association on recom-
mendtions with respect to 3(dX2)(B), which provides budget balanc-
ing for highly federally impacted districts.

We also agree that the local contribution rate for military 3(b)
students should be increased to 50 percent of the 3(a) rate, which
restores it back to the situation that existed in 1981.

Every national study of impact aid has confirmed the burden of
militry 3(b) students, a fact that appears to us to be ignored by the
President and by the Education Secretary in their recommenda-
tions to eliminate all (b) funds.

Finally, we are in agreement that Public Law 81-874 should not
be used to justify reductions in State aid receipts until certain con-
ditions are met, and we have set forth those conditions in the docu-ment that I made reference to.

Disagreements arise among the impact aid recipients within the
impact aid community when funds are inadequate to fully fund all
entitlements. As a result of need, we have always found it neces-
sary to support a position that schools most highly dependent on
impact aid should receive first priority of funds when funds are in-adequate to fully fund the program. At the same time, we fully rec-ognize that all districts submitting claims have legitimate needs
which should be met by the Federal Government.

We will support the National Association's proposal on paymentsfor 3(a)'s, as long as when funds are inadequate to fully funded tier
payments are made first to the districts with most severe needs, upto the level allowed within that particular tier. This can be
achieved by distributing funds based upon the percent of districts'
impaction. This has been included in the National Association's
proposal that is before you.

We also plan to continue to work with the National Association
on 3(b) funding. We agree that we should, with respect to the SuperB's, maintain the same distribution of funds that they received in
1987. It appears to us that that should be a stepping off point, abenchmark. We have come into agreement with the National Asso-
ciation that it should be approached in that manner. Yet to be
worked out is whether that particular provision should be accom-
plished in pay one or pay two of their proposal.

Changes that are necessary to facilitate the implementation of
section 6 are also contained in our proposal. These changes would
allow the Department of Defense to respond, through section 6 ar-
rangements, for special financial needs of military-impacted dis-
tricts, when necessary, to avoid some of the major problems that
school districts serving military installations have experienced overthe last 15 years.

I urge this committee to advance the legislation which authorizes
Public Law 874 with the proposed amendments, and I would like to
take this opportunity to thank you for allowing me to summarize
the position of the highly federally impacted districts. I, too, will
make myself available for questions.

[The prepared statement of Richard L. Triplett follows:]

,
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Members of the Committee,

I am Richard L. Triplett, Superintendent of the Bellevue Public Schools,
located in Bellevue, Nebraska. My main purpose today .9 to encourage
you to reauthorize Public Law 874 with a few technical amendments which
will clarify and insure proper interpretation of certain sections of
PL 874.

I would like to begin by referring you to the document forwarded
to you earlier entitled, "Reauthorization of Impact Aid PT '89." The
document contains the history of the impact aid program, federal studies
that have been conducted, financial information, positions taken, and
recommended legislative changes. It is organized into five major sections:
"What is impact aid?" "Justification for impact aid," "What is the_problem?"
"Failure to solve the problem," and "What is the solution?"

In an attempt to keep my remarks short, I will not take you through
the entire document. Instead, I would like to refer you to the position
paper contained in Enclosure 8. This paper was developed by a representative
group of highly impacted military school districts and is out attempt
to offer solutions to inequities in the impact aid program. The first
part of a solution, of course, is to reauthorize PL 874 for FY '89 and
beyond. The second part of the solution is for Congress to increase
the financial support of PL 874 to provide full funding for the entire
program. And the third part of the solution is that when allocations
are insufficient to fulfill the government's obligations to fully fund
all entitlements, priorities must be maintained to assure that those
school districts with the greatest need receive their entitlements first.

In addition, there are a few technical amendments to clarify and
insure proper interpretation of certain sections of PL 874. The technical
amendments merely clarify the position paper and address the areas of
"Priority of Fending," "Local Contribution Rate," "State Aid/Public Law

h874," "Unitary B," "3(d)2(3)," "Source of Funding," and "Section 6,"
all of which are contained in Enclosure 9 of the document before you.

All three areas of consideration in the impact aid program--reauthorization
of the program, proposed technical changes, and the distribution formula--are
equally important to the highly impacted military school districts.

Thank you for allowing the Bellevue Public Schools to represent the
views of the highly impacted military school districts. I would be happy
to address specific technical amendments v have proposed and answer
any questions you may have.
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Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you.
The next witness will be Dr. Thomas Vincent.
Dr. VINCENT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the

subcommittee.
One of the advantages of being down the line in terms of the tes-

timony is I can "piggyback" and concur with much that the other
members have mentioned today. I represent a school district in
New Mexico. This district is the largest district in geographic size
in the contiguous United States. In land mass, we are a little bit
larger than the State of New Jersey. This presents some unique op-portunities for us and some unique challenges. Within that school
district 68 percent of the students qualify under the 874 aid; 65 per-
cent of the students are Native American.

Rather than read the testimony, I will extrapolate a few points.The first point is that we do support the reauthorization of
impact aid. One of the areas that is becoming of vital concern to usis that the funding level and the authorization level differential
that does occur creates unique problems for us in New Mexico.
New Mexico is an equalization formula State. Therefore, the State
does take 95 percent credit for the 874 funding.

This problem then occurs, that as the State works on its budget,
it ends up in a sort of guessing game, not knowing what the actual
funding level will be. In some cases, then, if they overestimate, and
the actual funding that does come through to us causes the State to
dip into its reserve fund to make up any difference that may occur,
or, as has occurred, we may end up at the school level, during the
school year, taking some type of cut after we felt that we had ourfunding in place.

In some cases, in our case, because of the number of Native
American students, if we have additional funding that does occur,then at perhaps some point in, the school year we find ourselves
trying at this point to justify funding which was not initially appro-priated in the budget. This makes, in some cases, some rather cre-ative problems.

So, having said that we do support the reauthorization, I think
that case has been well presented and I would like to make a pointin three other areas.

Currently, the average daily attendance figure that is used we
believe is not an accurate figure. We would suggest and recom-mend that, rather than an ADA, that the actual membership at
some predetermined point in time be used for the actual funding. I
believe the current level ADA is estimated at 90 percent. We would
suggest, as we do in New Mexico, on the 40th day, for example,
that is our membership that is turned in to the State for actual
State operational funding. If some similar type of arrangement
could be used, then the actual membership of students eligible for
874 would be used, rather than an arbitrary 90 percent ADA.

In the area of Indian special education, we find that the current
system that may generate the funding up to two years highly re-
strictive in terms of the accountability. We feel that we may be, in
the accounting area, vulnerable in this particular area because of
the highly restrictive nature of the accountability system.

Just recently we found that we were approaching the time of the
two years when we might need to have the fund revert back to the
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Government, but we weren't sure and didn't know what the level
of actual funding was. We had a very short timeframeactually a
matter of weeksin which the funding level was established to de-
termine how that funding would be spent. We believe that an earli-
er identification and a less restrictive accountability would allow
us to better meet the needs of those students.

Another area that creates a problem for us is that, under the
current fundingand we would urge a change hereis that any
earnings on Federal funds that have been invested must be used in
the capital improvement area. Now, while that money can be used
successfully, we believe that we could better meet the needs of our
Native American students if the restrictive nature of the capital
improvement area could be removed and we would be allowed to
use the earnings on investments to better meet the needs of stu-
dents, regardless of the area.

I thank you and the members of the committee, Mr. Chairman,
for the opportunity to testify today. I also would be happy to
answer questions.

[The prepared statement of A. Thomas Vincent follows:]
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Imagine, if you will, that you are a school administrator in

a district with a land mass the size of the entire state of

New Jersey. In addition to the geographic problems inherent

with such a district, what if sixty-eight percent of the

students qualified for 874 assistance? Furthermore, what if:

1. Sixty-five percent of the students were Native American;

2. Fifteen percent were Hispanic; and

3. The remaining twenty percent were classified as other?

Would these factors present a unique educational challenge? I

believe we can agree that they certainly would.

I am here today representing the Gallup-McKinley County

Public School district which in reality I have just described

to you. In geographic size, it is the largest school district

in the contiguous United States. The district has over 12,000

students and encompasses a large portion of the Navajo Indian

Reservation. I also represent 40 other districts, almost

fifty percent of New Mexico's total. In our state, over

twelve percent of the 270,000 students qualify under impact

aid and 38 million dollars are generated. Of this 38 million,

the Gallup-McKinley County District accounts for

approximately thirty-three percent or 12.5 million dollars.

I cannot speak directly for other states. However, it is

reasonable to assume that their needs and concerns are

4
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similar to those of New Mexico educators for students.

At this point, it becomes apparent that a loss of or

reduction in impact aid would be catastrophic to our state's

funding and students'' educational needs. For example, in our

district next year, we must eliminate Chaoter I remedial

programs in our high schools. If the planned cuts continue,

we will need to eliminate similar programs in our mid-

schools. That would come when districts are facing challenges

to provide an ever increasing higher quality of education and

meet the unique needs of our student population.

In addition to a continuation of and need to upgrade funding,

changes in the law governing methods of fund generation and

management should be considered. Under the present structure,

the government receives our state's eligible student

enrollment and estimates that ninety percent of that number

represents our average daily attendance (ADA). We are then----Q.

f..inded on this new number. Even if the figure were accurate,

costs continue when students are absent. We recommend that a

funding be based on a system of specific day membership

reporting by each state. In New Mexico, we report our

fortieth day membership for state funding purposes . This

method would replace the inaccurate ADA system currently in

use.

In another area, earnings on federal fi.n.ds investments can

78-417 0 - 87 - 14
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only be used for capital outlay. This restrictive use of

funds does not always insure meeting the best needs of

students. We recommend that the law be changed to remove this

restriction.

A third recommendation deals with authorized vs actual

federal funding. Since these do not match, the states with

equalization formulas, such as New Mexico, play a guessing

game. When New Mexico develops its educational budget, it

must anticipate a certain amount of funding from impact aid.

If the funding level is less than anticipated, the state must

dip into its reserve fund or mandate cuts at the district

level. New Mexico recommends that a system be established to

insure that the authorized and expenditure levels be the

same.
MI

A final area of consideration deals with money for Indian

special education students. This funding requires a totally

separate restrictive expenditure and accountability system.

Districts are concerned about vulnerability in this area.

Under the current law, if the funding is not used in two

years, it reverts back to the Federal Government. In

actuality, it can take up to two years before the funding

level is known at the district level. This means that the

money must be expended in a short time frame. We urge that

the districts only be required to show additional services to

qualifying students and not, as is currently true, maintain a
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rigid accountability system. Further, the earlier in the time

period the districts know their funding level, the better the

planning for these expenditures.

While most of this testimony has dealt with funding and

recommended changes in the law, it is critical that the needs

of students be uppermost in our deliberations. After all,

they are the ultimate beneficiaries of our combined efforts.

I assure you that this has been my prime consideration as

these recommendations were developed for presentation today.
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Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you.
The next witness is Donald S. Bruno.
Mr. BRUNO. Mr. Chairman and members of this distinguished

committee, I am Don Bruno and I'm Superintendent of the New-
port News Public School System, a system with 27,000 pupils, 9,500
of them military A's and B's. I am the immediate past president of
the National Association of Impacted Schools. That association rep-
resents some 800 districts of the 2,000 districts that are impact dis-
tricts in this nation.

Today I am also representing the cities of Virginia Beach, Nor-
folk, Hampton, Chesapeake, Poquoson, and the counties of York,
Fairfax, Loudoun, and Stafford. Some of those folks are here, Mr.
Chairman, and they've been sitting a long time. I'm going to ask
them if they will just stand up.

Last night we had a pretty exciting basketball game on televi-
sion. It ended up with a one point win. For us who have worked in
the impact aid program for some 30 years, we have had that same
basketball game for 30 years, when we come down to the last
minute and the last shot. Fortunately, we have had a Congress
that has recognized that there has to be some fairnesf, and equity
in this program and have always been there to adjudicate the last
shot.

I am particularly pleased that this committee is willing to look
at the reauthorization of the program in a fair and equitable
manner. That is much needed.

I don't think thre is any question that in the last five years this
program has been just a little bit like old age. What doesn't hurt
sometimes just doesn't work very well. The administration propos-
als for this program over the past 5 years represents a mindless
travesty of tragedies that have left this program in shambles. I
don't think any of us are proud of that.

When we heard Secretary Davenport's testimony here this morn-
ing, the proposals of this administration for the future of this pro-
gram is really no more far-reaching or future-oriented than what
we've had to listen to for the last 5 years, and I would suggest you
reject them out of hand.

The constant adjustment of this program, with proration formu-
las by the Congress, has caused endless and serious ruptures in the
impact aid group. We all know that. We come here this morning
trying to figure a way out of that morass. But, more importantly,
what has happened to the 2 million children that are involved in
this program nation-wide? Marvin Buzzard, who represents an
Indian nation, the folks who are in low-rent housing, we have had
to carry the burden of this program on the backs of two million
children, probably with programs that could have been much
better. Your committee and the Congress now have the opportunity
to bring a sense of realism and fairness to the program through
this process.

I would like to touch on three major pointsand I think this is
what this is all about. One, we need a reauthorization that is con-
sistent with the entitlements of the school divisions that have a re-
imbursement voucher to give to the Congress and to the nation.
Our estimate for the next 5 years to fund this program that way
would be $1.5 billion. If we don't get an authorization, then you do
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not give us the opportunity to work in the Congress to get the ap-
propriation. Our current authorization level is $800 million.

Second, you must establish a guaranteea level of payment for A
students of 100 percent. When that is done, all of the rest of this
mindless debate will disappear. This program was built for the
military A and the military B students. In 1981, we were getting 95
percent in a regular A district. Last year, my school district that
has 35 percent impaction with military A's and B's, received 31
cents on the dollar for a military A kid and 81/2 cents on the dollar
for a military B kid. Quite frankly, if we continue that kind of
funding in authorization, Congressman Ford is right, there will be
no constituency for this program in the Congress.

I think this is a key point. We must have an adequate authoriza-
tion level of $1.5 billion; we must have 100 percent funding for theA kids; we must have 50 percent of that A payment for the B
youngster; and for a civilian B, which I think is a significant
change from our position in the past, 25 percent for the civilian.

I would like to point out another thing that has come up just re-
cently. We have the Navy and the Army and the Air Force going
out and leasing apartment complexes now. In my community, they
leased 300 apartments within the last six months. Those apart-
ments, the Navy guarantees rental for 20 years. Wouldn't you like
to be a developer in that kind of arrangement? The developer gets
a low interest loan to build the apartments. This fall our school dis-
trict will have 450 additional Navy personnel in those apartments,
and they will come as far away from our community as 60 miles.
Those kids will be B kids. We're a Super B district. We'll get $170 a
child, while it costs $3,600 to educate them.

Yesterday I talked with Senator John Warner about this prob-
lem. You may not recall, but in 1981, when we got in trouble, Sena-
tors Warner, Tower, Stennis, and Sam Nunn had this money put
into the Defense budget and then transferred to education. Senator
Warner's advice to us is that maybe it's time to go to the courts.

I don't really believe that there is any willingness on the part of
the Secretary of Defense to take this program. I sent out the tui-tion bills in 1981 to some 3,000 parents and said, "You're not
coming to school." Superintendents at that time visited the Depart-
ment of Defense and asked if they would take the program. Listen,
friends; if they didn't want that nrogram in 1981 and 1982, when
they were awash in money, why wu,.. we think they would wantto take it today?

Third, I do not believe that the section 6 schools ought to be
rolled into the impact aid program. I think they ought to be leftjust where they arefor two reasons. There is not enough money
in this program to handle them, and I think they also offer an
escape hatch for those heavily military-impacted districts that justmight have to resort to that kind of arrangement if impact aid
moneys don't come in.

The "electronic preachers" today aren't very popular people. ButBob Shuller saidand I like this statement"it's better to do
something imperfectly than nothing flawlessly." I think that ourgroupDick Triplett, the National Associationwe are all in
agreement that something must be done to fully fund this program,to resolve the differences that we have. I feel confident that this
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committee, through its stewardship, and just a sense of fairness,
will bring back to our program what is so richly deservesfull
funding, a decent authorization, and let us have a little more time
in our districts, rather than to come to this "basketball game"
every year to see if we can shoot the final basket.

Thank you,
[The prepared statement of Donald S. Bruno follows:]
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Statement of:

Donald S. Bruno, Superintendent, Newport News Public Schools, Virginia

Representing: The cities of Virginia Beach, Norfolk, Portsmouth, Hampton,
Chesapeake, Newport News, Poquoson, and the counties of York,
Fairfax, Loudoun, and Stafford. Individuals representing
these districts are in the Hearing Room, and

I would like
for them to stand at this time.

Mr. Chairman, and Distinguished Members of the Subcommittee on Elementary,
Secondary, and Vocational Cducation.

I address you this morning on the vital issue of reauthorization of the

Impact Aid program. This committee's willingness to thoroughly examine

this program, and reauthorize it in anianner that is equitable and fair to

the thousands of school districts in this nation that must bear the burden

of educating in excess of 2 million children in this great country is

commendable.

It might be said that in tne part five years that this program has been hurt,

and what doesn't hurt simply does not work. The administration's proposals

for this program represent a mindless travesty of strategies that have left

the program in shambles. The lark of leadership by the Department of

Education to ensure simple fairness in both the distribution of funds and

adequate support for the program is without parallel. The constant adjustment

of proration formulas by the Congress to divide up insufficient funds has

caused endless debate and serious misunderstanding between the participants

in the program and for those whom we must provide educational services --

our children.

It is no secret in this to,,,In that only tK? will and determination of the

Congress to provide some degree of funding for the past five years has kept

literally thousands of school dist, irts from going into bankruptcy. Your

committee and the Congress now have the opportunity to bring a sense of

realism and fairness to the p-, r,v through the reauthorization process.

It seems to me that the committee should examine the following points in

great detail.

(1' Reauthorize the program at a level that is consistent with the

eriitlements of the school systems. This is a reimbursement program

services rendered. I would suggest that the reauthorization

total be setat one and one-halt billion dollars.
I understand the

deficit problem, but do not believe it can be solved at the expense

of school systems that are reouired by state and fed°, '1 mandates

to provide services to limited 'ax paying citizens.

'1 0
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(2) Reestablish a guaranteed level of payment for all "A" pupils

(100%). In our area of Virginia we have the Atlantic Fleet, the

Tactical Air Command, the Transportation Corps, Coast Guard

Training Facility, Naval Weapons Station, and a Naval Shipyard. There are

some 77,978 "A" pupils for which school systems receive payments of

3l on the dollar and about 81/4 C on the dollar for "B" pupils. All

"A" pupils across the nation should be paid at least 50% of the

national per pupil expenditure. The simple fact of the matter is

that the number of "A" and "B" pupils in our state exceeds the

total number of all students in either South Dakota or North

Dakota, and equals half of all the students in the state of Nebraska.

This is a key point in unraveling the mess created by the administra-

tion, and restoring unity to the Impact Aid districts.

(3) Address the new strategy of the armed services leasing rental

property for twenty years, guaranteeing the developer 100% rentals,

and expecting the local community to pay the cost of educating the

children that are placed in this housing. In our community, the

Navy will have sailors working in a different city some 30 miles

from the housing. These students will be classified as "B" pupils,

And under current law we will receive about 5170 per pupil, receive

a property tax of approximately 5405 per apartment, and be expected

to provide educational services at a cost of S3,600. Pupils in

leased navy housing should be classified as "A" pupils. With the

home porting of the fleet to new communities, this will become a

significant problem in the next five years.

(4) The transfer of Section Six Schools to the Impact Aid program

should not be considered at this time. Since the students in these

programs are currently housed on military bases, the transfer of

the programs to local school divisions would create housing and

instructional problems that the current procram cannot address.

This program should remain with DOD, and if they wish to contract

with local school divisions for services, at prevailing rates, this

option should be open.

During the past two years the National Association of Impact Schools took on

the impossible task of developing a constnsus on the distribution of funas

if proration was necessary. I support the general concepts of this proposal,

and the fact that we need to restate this program to what it is ...a

reimbursement for services rendered. The work literally took thousands of

hours to complete, and the dedicated effort of many administrators and

school board members to develop a rational and workable reauthorization pro-

posal. I have had the unpleasant task o. ordering the closing of schools
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when impact funds were not forthcoming. I know the Department of Defense

was not enthusiastic about taking over this program in the early eighties

when they were awash with money. In fact, this viable program oelongs

in the Department of Education, and has greater support from the affected

school districts than any other program in the Education Budget.

We feel confident that this committee will report out a reauthorization

proposal that recommends a funding level consistent with the government's

responsibility to pay its obligations to the school districts that have

the msome responsibility of preparing this nation's youth for the 21st

century.

Thank you for permitting me to share these thoughts with you, and we

have the utmost confidence that your support for quality education programs

will cause your stewardship for this program to be stronger than ever.
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Chairman HAWKINS. Thar k you, Mr. Bruno.
Dr. Davenport, you seem to be in strange company today.

[Laughter.]
It would seem that there is widespread support for this reauthor-

ization and that every major study that has been placed before this
committee supports the impact aid B payments.

On what basis do you justify the recommendation that you have
made to the committee?

Mr. DAVENPORT. Well, if you look quickly at some of the studies,
Mr. Chairman, you will see they are not all actually speaking to B
student. They're talking about impact aid itself.

There has been, as you know, some analyses over the last few
years, where every President and every administration has pro-
posed the elimination of B students. Without a doubt, I think if we
move away from the emotionalism and the rhetoric for a moment,
that people living in the community paying taxes, owning property
in the community, are the same as if someone moved into your dis-
trict in Los Angeles who happened to work for General Motors or
RCA, that there would be no additior al burden on the taxpayers of
the State of California or a burden on the taxpayers of Los Ange-
les. Those people are paying taxes.

Now, those people who are A's, as every administration has rec-
ommended, this is a Federal burden and that the Federal Govern-
ment has an obligation to pay. When we throw around figures of
$170 per student, you've got to add in that that impact aid does not
pay the total costs of education. We know that. That was never the
intent of Congress. You've got to add in your local contribution,
you've got to add in your State contribution, and you then add in
impact aid. That adds up to a lot more than $170, because every
State has to pay student aid for every student that's enrolled in
their State. Then the local taxpayer has an obligation, too, to pro-
vide assistance.

That is what we're talking about, moving away from the rheto-
ric, look optionally at the tax burden that is there, and we find in
our analysis the only burden is for the A students. We have pro-
posed a rational way of paying for the A students, so there is not
this upswing where one year you're a super A, one student re-
moves you from super A and you lose maybe 50 percent of your
dollars. We propose in our tier approach that that would be in a
gradual step removal down so that there would be a method to
plan.

The B students are less than one-half of 1 percent of all the
budgets of school districts across this country. I hope that's exactly
the correct figure. If not, I will provide it for the record. That's
close to it. So we look at that limited amount of funds, and then
look at the funds we have to cover for the real students who are
making a burden on the school districts, underneath A and
3(dX2XB). Those should be the legitimate use of dollars for the Fed-
eral Government.

Chairman HAWKINS. Let me go to some of the defenders of the
opposite point of view. Mr. Bruno, you were the last one.

Let me ask you whether or not the mere Federal presence in the
areas that you cited, whether or not that presence is an economic
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benefit to the community which offsets the responsibility that isplaced on those communities?
Mr. BRUNO. Chairman Hawkins, in many cases it's an economic

disaster. I would like to take issue with the Assistant Secretary's
statement on B students and give you an illustration.

In the city of Portsmouth, Virginia there is a naval shipyard.
That naval shipyard produces almost 6,000 B students. It incorpo-
rates a great portion of the land mass of the city of Portsmouth.
The payback to the city of Norfolk, because that employer doesn't
pay any taxes on that property, either, and personal property tax,they come up with a deficit.

Now, in our city, where we have a private ship companythe
Newport News Shipbuilding & Drydock Co., we get a $5 million re-imbursement from the shipyard.

Now, you take a look at the rationale behind the B student, the
off-base B student, we lose several things. We lose the property tax
payment, we lose the personal property tax payment, and the folks
who are military B's go to the commissary and do not pay the 41/2percent State sales tax.

. When I talked about the $170 payment, when this program wasfirst put together, it was to take care of the local costs, which is
generally, in our school district, 50 percent, which is about $900. So
that local cost, we're getting $190 for that pupil.

I think in the B situation we have always misunderstood. Sure,
that B person is going to pay some real estate property tax, but his
employer of record, the Federal Government, is not paying any tax.We would much prefer to have General Electric in our area than
Fort Eustis, from the school standpoint, to receive those kinds of
taxes. So that's where we are.

I think the last study that was done by the Carter administra-
tion, the Presidential Commission review, points out very clearly,
with the economic models that were built at that time, that it is
not to the advantage of the school community to have that kind ofactivity without the Federal Government paying its reimburse-ment.

If you were building a B-1 bomber, and you built that bomber asNorth American Rockwell, and you finished your airplane and
they said, "Here, we're going to give you 50 cents on the dollar",
where would you be as a bomber builder? You'd be out of business.
I'm saying, what's happening to us is we're being put out of busi-
ness with this program.

Mr. DAVENPORT. Mr. Chairman, I think, you know, that's what I
was talking about, the difference between emotionalism and rheto-ric. If I propose that you propose to close a military base, see whatkind of congressional response you receive. It is an economic bene-
fit to the community and we're arguing rhetoric when we start to
argue it is not. Those people working in those shipyards are payingtaxes, contributing to their community. There are military basesbeing sought all across this country because they do provide an eco-nomic impact. We're engaging in fantasy when we start talking
about the military people and they're not providing an economicbenefit where those bases are located.

If you don't believe that, you have the power, which I don't, to goahead and propose closing some.

GO
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Mr. FORD [presiding]. Mr. Good ling.
Mr. GOODLING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have one comment

and then one question.
I'm in a rather embarrassing position, because if I sit on the

committee and argue for B payments, r, payments in my district, of
course, are going to my affluent school districts. My poor school
districts, of course, don't have any B or A students. I say that
simply because I don't care whether you send us any impact aid
money for our B students, but please don't take New Cumberland
Army Depot or Mechanicsburg Naval Depot away, because if you
do that, then you've really impacted my district. It is one of the
most affluent areas.

My question is, usually when we write legislation or we reau-
thorize legislation, we work to develop a consensus amongst the
consumers. Developing a consensus is not easy. Many times we
think we finally have reached one only to discover later that we
didn't make it after all.

Is there a consensus? I haven't seen a proposal as yet. I thought I
heard some conflicting comments this morning by some of you who
are testifying. Is there a consensus, to prepare something to reau-
thorize? Then I may run into trouble, I get the impression, from
maybe some of the others who are testifying. Is there a consensus
out here?

Dr. SHIPLEY. Mr. Good ling, my name is Tom Shipley, Executive
Director of the National Association of Federally Impacted Schools.

The committee and the staff of the committee has received a pro-
posal dated March 16, 1987, which has been gone over in great
detail by all of the members of the executive board of the National
Association, by the State chairmen of the National Association,
and by the 40-some districts that Dr. Triplett mentioned earlier in
his testimony.

As of yesterday evening, we were able to come to a consensus,
and this proposal which you have has, in fact, been adopted with
very few technical details yet to be ironed out. We have an 8:30 ap-
pointment

:.
tomorrow morning and we do not expect any problems

at all in presenting the unified position and a unified paper to you.
You have it.

Mr. GOODLING. Any other comments? .

Dr. TRIPLETF. I would only comment that, as Dr. Shipley has
stated the position, that as a representative of the 43 districts that
he made reference to, we are in support of the National Associa-
tion's positions, with a few modifications that we arrived at last
evening.

Mr. GOODLING. And those are the ones that are going to be
worked out tomorrow morning at 8:30?

Dr. TRIPLETT. That's correct.
Mr. GOODLING. Thank you.
I have no other questions.
Mr. FORD. Mr. Davenport, let's see if we can capsulize what

you're proposing on behalf of the administration for reauthoriza-
tion.

You propose that super A's be fully funded, reauthorized and
fully funded?

6 i
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Mr. CORWIN. We propose reauthorization for super A's, with 100percent of entitlement.
Mr. FORD. What about A's that aren't super A's?Mr. CORWIN. Right now there is put forward in the last appro-priation, there are three payment rates for A's. The problem thatleaves you with is what economists call a "notch" effect, where ifyou lose a few kids, all of a sudden you lose a lot of money. Wepropose a five rate payment schedule, to make the decrease some-what more gradual so that the districts don't have a hardship as aresult of the rate schedule.
I can go on a little more.
Mr. FORD. Where do you start reducing it?
Mr. CORWIN. For districts that have 20 to 34 percent A's, itwould be 95 percent of entitlement; 15 to 19 percent A's, it wouldbe 75 percent of entitlement; 10 to 14 percent would get 50 percent;and anybody under 10 percent would get a pro-rated share.
Mr. FORD. What about B's?
Mr. CORWIN. We're not proposing the reauthorization of section3(b).
Mr. FORD. No B's?
Mr. CORWIN. No B's.
Mr. FORD. No super B's?
Mr. CORWIN. No super B's.
Mr. FORD. I saw the statement that was submitted this morning,where you say on page 1:
The administration firmly believes that the Federal Government has a clear re-sponsibility to make A payments under section 3, in order to assist school districtsthat are directly affected by the presence of nontaxable Federal properties.
Is that really honest? You mean certain kinds of nontaxable Fed-eral properties; you don't mean nontaxable Federal properties?
Mr. DAVENPORT. Can you be a little bit more clear?Mr. FORD. You mean nontaxable Federal properties that are mili-tary bases, don't you?
Mr. CORWIN. No, sir.
Mr. DAVENPORT. No.
Mr. FORD. And Indian reservations?
Mr. CORWIN. Yes, sir, we continue to count Indian reservationsnontaxable--
Mr. FORD. What other kinds of nontaxable Federal property areyou taking into account that directly affects local school districts?Dr. KRUEGER. Mr. Chairman, I think there is a cross here be-tween the property and A students. In other words, the proposal ofthe administration is to fund A students on this formula, depend-ing on the degree of impaction. But the statutory definition of Fed-eral property includes any property that is owned by the Federal

Government or leased and not subject to taxation. So whether thatis Indian lands, an arsenal, a military installation, or Federal officebuilding, all of these come within that definitionand an A stu-dent may relate to any of them.
Mr. FORD. On page 2:
We continue to assert the principle that Federal financial assistance should notbe provided for children who do not represent a significant burden to the school dis-tricts that educate them. The so-called B children do not represent such a burdenand Federal payments on their behalf are not justified.

e 2,
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That's regardless of the number of B children that are thrust
upon a school district by the Federal activity?

Mr. DAVENPORT. Yes, sir.
Mr. FORD. So while with the A children you attempt to prioritize

the responsibility by what you consider to be a mathematical
impact on the school district, being the percentage of the total stu-
dents in the district who are identified in category A, but with B's,
no matter how much B impact there is, there is no Federal pres-
ence?

Mr. DAVENPORT. Yes. I stated earlier, Mr. Chairman, there is
about one-half of one percent of all the budgets across the country
that represent funds received from the Federal Government on B
students. Second, as I stated

Mr. FORD. Are you talking in dollar amounts?
Mr. DAVENPORT. The total dollar amount of B students that we

pay out?
Mr. FORD. No. What is the one-half of 1 percent? Is that people

or dollars or what?
Mr. DAVENPORT. That's the dollar amount of their budget.
Mr. FORD. Why is that?
Mr. DAVENPORT. That's how little the B students actually consti-

tute the budget of the- -
Mr. FORD. No, that's how little we're paying for B students.

[Laughter and applause.]
Now, don't come in here and cut the money for a category and

then use the money to show that that category doesn't exist any
more. That's what you're arguing here and that's why these two
sorts of contradictory public policy statements struck me here in
your statement.

You're saying, as a matter of public policy, that assistance
shouldn't be provided because these children don't provide a signif-
icant burden to the school districts that educate them?

Mr. DAVENPORT. That's correct.
But as I said, Mr. Chairmanand again, we propose and Con-

gress enacts, so I haven't really cut anything, and neither has the
administration.

But let me go back and say- -
Mr. FORD. Then you don't particularly care whether we pay any

attention to your recommendation or not; is that what you're
saying now?

Mr. DAVENPORT. I hopethat's why I'm going to go on and hope
that you--

Mr. FORD. What does your statement "we propose and Congress
enacts" mean? That you hope we won't- -

Mr. DAVENP0.7.T. That all of us together have actually implement-
ed that, and the inference in your question was that we have done
this by ourselves, the reduction of the B students. It is not. It is an
act of Congress, which Congress, in their wisdom, and the Presi-
dent has signed into the law, that it is all of us together who have
brought this to the situation we're talking about.

Mr. CORWIN. I think our statement on whether or not the B's
constitute a burden is taken from our understanding of what kind
of a financial burden having a federally-connected B student in the
district is, not a weighing of how many B students happen to be in
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a district or what the statutory entitlements of those B's happensto be.
Currently, one of the reasons that B's make up a very small por-tion of the budget for those districts is that most of them aren'tmilitary, so they generate a very small amount of money, particu-larly the low-rent housing children, as a result--
Mr. FORD. That's a C.
Mr. CORWIN. Well, they're counted under
Mr. FORD. No, you left them out all together.
Mr. CORWIN. Tossed them out?
Mr. FORD. Last year the money was divided up, and 48.9 percentof the total pot went to military dependents. Now, I'm not surewhether that really means uniformed military or employees of theDefense Department. I assume, because of the way the statute iswritten, it is "employed on" and it is whether it's a civilian em-ployee or a military employee. Then 34.7 of the remainder went tothe Indian children, and then you've got 16.4 percent that went toso-called civilian employees' children. So you take the civilian em-ployees' children and put them together with the military, sincethe Defense Department now has 51 percent of all civil service em-ployees of the entire Federal Government, and you have 65 percentof the money going to one category of people to support one De-partment of the Government. And then 7.4 percent to low-rentpublic housing.

Do you have any question in your mind that the amount of low-rent public housing built by Federal funds in this country has notbeen a very significant factor in reducing the tax base, while pro-viding a lotus for children in school districts across this country?Mr. CORWIN. I think that question has been argued out in the lit-erature without a very clear- -
Mr. FORD. I'm not asking what the literature says. What do youthink?
Mr. CORWIN. Well, I think it's debatable, whether or not the Fed-eral Government, by building low-rent housing, has created a sig-nificant burden for the municipalities. Generally, the poor personswho live in the low-rent housing were there and they weren't gen-erating a lot of taxation anyway. The Federal Government came inand assisted the municipality--
Mr. FORD. What kind of housing do poor people live in thatdoesn't generate any taxation in a school district?
Mr. CORWIN. What kind of housing? Well--
Mr. FORD. Do you know of any State that exempts poor peoplefrom paying prrperty taxes?
Mr. CORWIN. No. I don't think any State does that.
Mr. FORD. Well, how do you make a statement like you justmade, that the people were there anyhow and they weren't gener-ating much money, so building Government housing that pays notaxes doesn't constitute any burden?
Mr. CORWIN. I think the people were there and I don't think thehousing that they would live in otherwise was tax-exempt. But Idon't think that the taxes that those people generate tends to beenormous, given the income levels of those individuals. I'm tryingto---

Re,
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Mr. FORD. Let me ask both of you gentlemen, do you know if any
discussions have taken place within the administration about the
factfor several years you have said the same thing to us about
impactthat the only children that the Government really has a
responsibility for are those children who are in any particular
school district because their parents live and work at military in-
stallations? Doesn't it therefore follow that, if that is a responsibil-
ity directly attributable to the maintenance of our national de-
fense, to the military, that it should be considered like other ex-
penses of the military?

Mr. CORWIN. There have been some discussions like that, but be-
cause our position has been to continue the three A program- -

Mr. FORD. But what has been your position about shifting that
responsibility from the budget that you're responsible for to the
budget that somebody else is responsible for?

Mr. CORWIN. I was getting to that.
Because our position has been to continue three A, which in-

cludes not just military but all the persons living on Indian lands
and other A's, although there aren't that many other A's, when we
have had those discussions with Defense or with OMB, there has
been a problem.

About 65 percent of the A children are connected with the mili-
tary. The Defense Department probably isn't interested in running
a program that mainly serves children on Indian land. So maybe
you would turn that over to the Interior Department, and then you
would still be left with about 5 percent of the kids who are neither
military nor Indian lands, and they would have to go someplace
else. So the problem we have run into is the administrative-

Mr. FORD. But that 5 percent you're just throwing over the side
with your proposal.

Mr. CORWIN. No, we don't want to throw them over the side.
Mr. FORD. But you not only don't want to fund them; you want to

deautborize them.
Mr. CORWIN. Any persons counted as A'smilitary, Indian or

otherwe propose to continue funding. So we don't want to throw
them over the side. We have to pick them up someplace. So we
have run into an administrative question there of nobody really
wants to splinter the program into three different agencies and we
haven't gone anywhere with that proposal.

Mr. DAVENPORT. Mr. Chairman, I think there would also be a
question if the district would actually be receiving more money
under this program than another program that would separately
just serve military kids alone.

Mr. FORD. Why would that be?
Mr. DAVENPORT. A district that serves just military kids by itself

actually, if you look at some of the districts of analysis, you would
find that their dollars are actually contributed to the general ap-
propriation budget, and when you add in State and local funds and
the Federal Government funds, they may at this point be receiving
more than they would for the students by themselves, separate
from their program.

Mr. FORD. Mr. Hansen.
Mr. HANSEN. Mr. Chairman, I would just like to make a com-

ment. I'm the president of our board of education and education is

C 5
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not necessarily my business. But I am involved a lot with thechamber and also our local area in Bellevue, Nebraska.
I cannot understand how this gentleman says that there is noeconomic impact with B students. For instance, there are 24,000cars in our district that are exempted under the Soldiers and Sail-ors Relief Act, where these people do not pay personal propertytax, the military. That's $2.4 million. There is also I think in thisbooklet that Dr. Triplett has handed out on impact aid studies,there has been a series of studies on page 11 here that have costCongress millions of dollars, probably, in making these studies, andevery one of them says that the consensus appears that, the impactof a Federal presence continues to impose an additional financialburden on local school districts.
I really feel that this B category is about as important, in manyregards, as the A category. I don't understand how they can justsay we're not going to authorize that. Because as we look at ourbudget, and I sit there in ;-ont of the general public when we'reworking on this, it is just impossible to continue our district and inthe near future basic education will probably not exist in our areafor the dependents of the military. We are a super B and a super Adistrict and I just feel it's an obligation of the Federal Governmentto continue this program that was started back in 1950.
Mr. roan. Well, I think I agree with you. But the dichotomy thatthey present here is that the administration is taking this strongposition consistently that there is a recognizable responsibility tothese A children, a Federal responsibility; that is not easy to comeby and the administration said everything ought to be left to theState and local people to take care of. But having come to that con-clusion, they persist in the idea that it ought to be taken awayfrom the funds that are otherwise available within the constraintsof the budget for education and not away from the funds that areotherwise available for Defense contractors. That's the big differ-ence.
There hasn't been a suggestionwith all of this chest-pattinghere about the public need to support these childrenthere hasn'tbeen one suggestion out of these people yet, and there isn't going tobe from any of these people at the table, that we really go to aplace where we're providing direct support for a particular kind ofGovernment activity, and generally we don't provide that directsupport at the expense of other programs.
Somebody mentioned that part of the impact money finds its wayto handicapped and poor children. That would be expected, sincethis is really general aid when it gets to the district and it general-ly supports the whole infrastructure of the district that provideswhatever programs are found to be present. And without that aid,there wouldn't be a place for us to have the title I and the handi-capped programs.
But we are left here with absolutely no direction coming fromthe administration, because they are totally inconsistent and recog-nizing a public policy and then turning away from it. They want towipe out disaster assistance, which isn't very much until we haveanother disastermaybe there won't be one before January of 1989and we'll get away wit; it.
Dr. KRUEGER. Mr. Chairman--
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Mr. FORD. But the special provisions, they've got $10 million in
here. What is that $10 million for?

Mr. CORWIN. That's section 2.
Mr. FORD. What is that? Tell me about it.
Dr. KRUEGER. Section 2 is part of the impact aid program under

81-874, which compensates the school district for the loss of tax
revenues due to the acquisition of land by the Federal Government
and removal from the tax rolls. It has to constitute at least 10 per-
cent of the assessed value of the districts and had to have been ac-
quired since 1938. It has to have created a substantial and continu-
ing burden.

This particular compensation is without regard to any students
that may or may not be--

Mr. FORD. That's right. It's a payment in lieu of taxes, isn't it?
Dr. KRUEGER. Generally. There is also a need factor.
Mr. FORD. It has no recognition of whether there are, in fact,

children there at all.
Dr. KRUEGER. That's right.
Mr. FORD. It can be a national forest with no kids?
Dr. KRUEGER. That's right.
I would like to just comment, Mr. Chairman- -
Mr, FORD. But you suggest continuing to fund a program that

may conceivably have no kids to educate and dropping all these
other people. Now, how does that make sense from an education
point of view? You're not now Mr. Miller at the Budget Bureau.
You're here talking on behalf of education.

As the advocates for education, how do you justify asking for con-
tiLued funding for a program that totally disregards the existence
of school-age children, while suggesting defunding and deauthoriza-
tion of programs that are packed with existing children?

Dr. KRUEGER. I think the administration's position has been one
given that there are limited Federal resources of where the Federal
responsibility should be focused. At the same time that we're argu-
ing that the B child constitutes either no or at least a diminished
burdenit's been a relatively small part of the budgetJ think
we're also in a situation where, because within a given fixed
amount of money appropriated for impact aid, any money appropri-
ated for B's results in a proration of all payments made for regular
A students. So I think it is, as in most parts of impact aid, and
from where I sit, we are trying to deal in an equitable fashion with
the military community, the Indian community, the civilian com-
munity, the question of if you give to one you take from someone
else. The question is within the kind of budget limits that we --

Mr. FORD. Doesn't it ever occur to you people over there that,
when you get caught with this kind of an inconsistency, that you
ought to be urging that just as the A's ought to be a Defense De-
partment responsibility, if we're going to create national wildlife
refuges and other things that will, because of the acres taken off
the tax rolls, become a source of income, that there ought to be
some other branch of Government paying for that and not the edu-
cation programs under your budget? Don't any of you do anything
to protect your budget against this kind of a raid? It is totally in-
consistent to me.
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Tell me one other program that we provide in your budget wherewe give people money without regard to whether or not children tobe educated are involved.
Dr. KRUEGER. Mr. Chairman, I need to correct one thing that Ishould have spoken up earlier about. "A" students, A military stu-dents, or any military students, A or B, are children whose parentsare on active duty in the uniformed services, so it does not includecivilian workers who work on military installations. I think thequestion, strategically, you have, if you provide for military chil-dren to be funded from the Defense Department budget, is whetheryou will separate military, active duty, uniformed services childrenfrom civilian workers on military installations; and then, if youexpect that the adjacent local education agency will operate thissystem, do you expect that DOD will put strings on those funds sothat those moneys are, in fact, channeled only to those students?I doubt if any superintendent here is going to operate two levelsof school services in his community. He is going to average thisout.

We now have, in terms of federally connected children in superA districts, many districts that receive State aid, as they are enti-tled to, for military or any other federally connected child, moremoney than they're spending on those children. It is actually a sub-sidy of nonfederally-connected children by Federal impact aid pay-ments.
I think there are some very critical questions that need to beasked, as to how funds are not only allocated with respect to typesof children, but actually what does this mean for the school districtthat enters into at, least an implied contract with the Federal--Mr. FORD. I have already taken too much time, but I want to askany one of you to take a shot at this. Tell me what in the world isyour policy on what the purpose of impact aid is. Is it to pay forthe loss of acres from the tax rolls; is it to pay for children whopresent a burden to local school districts? Just what is it? Becauseyou're saying two different things here to us.
Mr. CORWIN. In 1950, when the Congress enacted the law, theyhad a dual purpose. Clearly, paying for the education of the feder-ally impacted children is the major one. That is where almost all of

the money goes. There is $10 or $20 million left that is paid on thebasis of land taken out of taxation, only in districts that have a
very heavy impact because of that land being taken.It still strikes us as appropriate, in those limited instances. Ithink we do a pretty good job administering it. We haven't had dis-cussions about moving into another agency. I suppose we could, butI don't see a problem with it where it is. I don't think you haveanybody at the table who comes frc:a a district that gets section 2
money and depends on that. I think if you did, they would concurthat it should be reauthorized. I think Mr. Shipley and his organi-zation concur with that.

If I can say one other thing, you mentioned earlier that we wantto get rid of disaster assistance. We don't. We aren't asking formoney for it this year because we have a significant carryover. We
are anticipating that we will have about $15 million carrying overinto 1988. The problem with budgeting for disaster assistance isyou can't tell how many tornados and floods you're going to have
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each year. You budget for so many arid maybe there aren't any,
and then the next year there are twice as many as you expected.
We expect that that $15 million will take care of our needs in 1988.
If we need more, we have authority under the Act to borrow from
other programs. So we don't see a need for additional budget au-
thority for '88.

But, once again, we are in favor of reauthorizing section 7, the
disaster assistance authority, and believe that is an appropriate
Federal mle.

Mr. FORD. Thank you very much.
Mr. Shipley, how does what they have had to say here about

their priorities square with the agreement that your association
has now reached amongst itself?

Dr. SHIPLEY. The representatives from the Department of Educa-
tion?

Mr. FORD. Yes.
Dr. SHIPLEY. Of course, we don't agree at all, except in the initial

point about full funding for the A's.
We have heard this morning a great deal, using the word again

of "rhetoric", making a very simple and basic issue into a very
complicated and emotional cause. It is really not. This is not a mili-
tary program, nor an Indian program, nor a low-rent housing pro-
gram. It is neither an A nor a B program, civilian or military. It is
very simple: reimbursement to a local school district for the burden
levied on it by the Federal Government, the inability to tax Feder-
al properes.

We have in the proposals which we presented, and which has
been agreed upon by the recipients, said some children are more
burden than others. The A's, make up the local contribution rate;
military B's, make up a portion of that; and civilian B's, even a
smaller portion of that. We recognize immediately, and never in-
tended to imply, that we were supposed to have the Federal Gov-
ernment pay for the cost of educating a child. Only that cost which
we are unable to generate through taxing property owned by the
Federal Government.

The conversation about the low-rent housing children is very dis-
turbing because those are among the highest-cost children that we
have. We have one of our major lities where 130,000 children are
concentrated into one geographic area, in nontaxable Federal prop-
erty, which would bring millions of dollars in tax revenue were it
allowed to float to the tax roll. Even by a slum landlord's standard,
he would still be paying taxes on that building.

Seventy-five to eighty percent of those people are already in
single-parent families, many of whom are already on public assist-
ance, and the rest are by our military personnel who are noncom-
missioned officers, who are living in low-rent housing. These are
very high-cost children and we are sending them about $25 towards
the $1,500 that we would generate were we allowed to tax the
buildings that they live in.

So I'm sorry the gentleman us ' the word "rhetoric" because it
is flowing both ways We need lots of numbers based on the sheer
impact of inability to generate taxes. That's what the program is
about.

Mr. FORD. Thank you.
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Mr. Kildee.
Mr. KILDEE. Mr, Chairman, I apologize for running in and out.We had a markup this morning and another meeting in my office.I have no questions. I just want to welcome again before thiscommittee Dr. Larry Davenport, who has a rich and deep associa-tion with Flint, MI, my hometown, and I'm glad to have you hereagain, Larry.
Mr. DAVENPORT. Thank you, Mr. Kildee. I am glad to be here.If I may, Mr. Chairman, just one point of clarity, I think we mustrecognize that everyone who lives in low-income housing is not un-employed, that they are also working. I would hope that whenwe're talking about they're not contributing to the community, Idon't know about everybody else, but I kind of resent that myself.There are low-income housing people, made up mostly of the work-ing poor.
Mr. FORD. It didn't come from this side of the table. It came fromthat side.
Mr. DAVENPORT. No, not from this side. We're not saying thathere.
I think anyone who doesn't recognize that the vast majority ofpeople who are low income are actually working poor, does a dis-service, and that they are actually contributing tv their communityand are making a contribution.
Dr. THOMAS. If I could just respond quickly, I don't think that'sthe issue. The issue is that they are at least able to make the con-tribution, tax-wise, to communities to support schools in themanner they need to be supported if we're going to, in fact, havequality education. The fact in the situation just described by Dr.Shipley, of 130,000 children in one city, in a relatively small area,recognizes the fact that we're not talking about whether or notthey re decent, hard-working citizens. We're talking about the factthat they, for whatever reason, have burdens beyond what manypeople have, or are unable to support the system to the extent thatschools need to be supported, and because of many of those circum-stances, these children are high cost only in the fact that they arefaced with a number of personal problems that are not left at homeand carry over into the school, and they increase the supplementalbudgets of school districts who need special teaching, special psy-chological services, special health serviceand I could go on andon.

I think that that part of B students has been totally ignored hismorning by the administration. We recognize the fact that thereare some, what we would call B students, whose parents earn agood living on a military installation and return home to thewhite, picket fence, pay sizable taxes, and are major contributors.And because of that we have scaled down the formulas.I think it is fair to say that, in no instance, the funding we havereceived in the past 3 years, whether it be for a military B or civil-ian B, has come close to meeting the actual cost of education. As aresult, I know of many districts- -mine included, where we havehad to cut back on some of the quality we would like to offer allstudents to meet the needs of those that we aren't able to get a fairshare of. So we're talking about strength of the Nation, we're talk-ing about children, and we're talking about quality.
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I appreciate Congressman Ford's inquiry into the B. He obviously
has an understanding of the needs in the future of this Nation of
meeting the needs of B students as well as A.

Mr. DAVENPORT. But, Mr. Chairman, almost every category that
the superintendent referred to, one would be the Chapter 1 pro-
gram for disadvantaged students, the migrant education program,
programs for special education that we provide, programs for
handicapped children. There is a whole for the vast problems he
described of why you're funding B students. The Government al-
ready has a morass of a wide range of programs.

As you know, Mr. Chairman, we propose this year a $200 million
increase in Chapter 1. I know you and Chairman Hawkins, Mr.
Goodlings and others, are proposing a little bit more for Chapter 1.
I think that recognizes that the vast array of Federal programs we
have meets almost everything that he described there under B stu-
dents.

Mr. FORD. Except that you haven't been listening to your Secre-
tary. Your Secretary has repeatedly said before this committee
that when measured against the total cost of operating the Ameri-
can public schools, the Federal contribution through all these pro-
grams you just ticked off has never been over 6% percent. It's now
about 6 percent. So he says they're really not important because
it's only 6 percent of the money. Except those programs are target-
ed to specific educational needs, you see, and this is the only pro-
gram that the Federal Government has had in modern times that
got away from the original, general support that was in Federal
policy in the early days of this country- -

Mr. DAVENPORT. Yes, Mr. Chairman, but I also was responding to
that because the items that the superintendent named were all of
those which are met by those programs. I was not saying that that
was the only way that the Federal Government should contribute.
But I was only pointing it out because every problem that he iden-
tified was served by one of those programs.

Mr. FORD. You're the Assistant Secretary for Elementary and
Secondary Education.

Mr. DAVENPORT. Yes, sir.
Mr. FORD. Tell me one of those programs that reaches at least 50

percent of the eligible children.
Mr. DAVENPORT. Depending on which figures you use, I would

say Chapter 1.
Mr. FORD. It's 50 percent of the children-
Mr. DAVENPORT. For disadvantaged students. Now, I said depend-

ing on which figures you use. I make that assumption by assuming,
again, that all disadvantaged students are not in need of education-
al assistance, so you reduce that number off and I think you get
down to where we would be 50 or 60 more percent that are being
served.

Mr. CORWIN. The point Dr. Davenport makes is that there are
We agree that many children in low-income housing have special
educational needs, and we agree there is a Federal role there to
contribute to serving them. It is hard for a lot of people to think of
those special needs as a federally created burden, so if there are
many children there who have compensatory education needs or a
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special education need, we believe in those programs that we havefor them.
Mr. FORD. Well, that's part of the problem we're having here, isthat you're discussing this program as if it was one of the compen-satory programs that is based on targeting to an educational need.Incidentally, we have had the Library of Congress look at yourdata and they say no way do you get 50 percent of the children intitle I, from your own data. It doesn't show that. And most of theother programs are far lesser percentages.
Mr. DAVENPORT. We disagree with the way they went abouttrying to tackle
Mr. FORD. Well, that's obvious in the budget that you send uphere to us, where you ask for money.
Mr. DAVENPORT. Yes, sir.
Mr. FORD. I understand you're not in a policymaking position,but presumably an Assistant Secretary is responsible for carryingout policy and through you I hope to find out what the policy was.I am left somewhat adrift because it is not at all clear to me thatthe Assistant Secretary understands the essential difference be-tween the sort of general aid to a school district, generated by thepresence of non-tax-generating children, and the specific needs ofschool children who generate a particular type of need. You haveto separate them. They are wholly different concepts.Mr. DAVENPORT. I do, Mr. Chairman. What we were alluding toearlier, if we can go back a little bit earlier, when you're looking atthe Federal contribution again to a local school district, a portion ismade upI'm talking in general now, and there are some excep-tions to all these rulesit is made up of the local contribution ofthe local school district, what they can generate by taxing theirlocal community; then it is made up of your State aid, if they'reable to tax their local community, and then it's made up of theFederal share.

As Mr. Krueger alluded to earlier, when you add up those contri-butions, you will find out that across this country the Federal con-tribution is larger in m,st of those cases than what is being spenton the local school district on their regular student.
Mr. BRUNO. No, no. I have to disagree with that.Mr. DAVENPORT. Bring out the facts.
Mr. BRUNO. You know, there are 2,000 superintendents thatwould say to youand I think the Chairman has hit this right onthe headthey would say, if we had our choice between this pro-gram being fully funded and some of the other programs that arecategorical in nature, we would go with this program, simply be-cause it gives us the flexibility of meeting those needs. I think theDepartment takes a few isolated casesand we admit there may besome overpayment, but I think that can be adjustedand thenpaints that same picture for the whole nation.
We talked about B students. There are 1.7 million B students inthis Nation, which represents almost 5 percent of the total schoolpopulation. To just simply say there are just a few of those folksout thereyou would have to be in the city of Norfolk when OwenPickett was up here, when the fleet comes in, with 20,000 B's.people that turn over in a school division sometimes two or three
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times. In other words, the teacher with 30 students at the end of
the year never sees the same 30 students.

Now, if that doesn't put a burden on a school district that goes
beyond the regular burden, I don't know what would.

When we talk about school finance, the absolute perfect situation
would be that the State would give you 50 percent of your contribu-
tion, and your locality would pay the other 50 percent. I submit to
you that if the locality doesn't have any lands to tax, there is no
way the locality can put up their 50 percent. So what we are faced
with is for the Federal Government, as Tom Shipley has said, to
pay their share of that taxation. That's what this is all about.

We have been to the Secretary of Education, we have been to
OMB, we have asked for the opportunity for the Department of
Education, Mr. Chairman, to become an advocate for this program.
But I think the Department is restricted by the general philosophy
of this administration, and then tries to make a case based on that
philosophy. I don't think it's based on facts and figures.

We admit to you that there may be some isolated instance where
what Mr. Davenport is saying occurs, where there might be some
overpayments. But I think within the reauthorization process that
there ought to be an opportunity to clean that up, and as an asso-
ciation, we have worked to do that.

Dr. VINCENT. Mr. Chairman-
Mr. DAVENPORT. I didn't say isolated case, Mr. Chairman. I said a

majority of districts across this country. I won't repeat it again, but
those are the facts. Nothing that the superintendent from Newport
News mentioned refuted that.

Mr. FORD. Your Secretary told me a couple of years ago that you
had 10,000 families that earned over $100,000 a year, whose kids
were getting their college education paid for by the Federal Gov-
ernmentand I'm still waiting for the list. Maybe you could give
me a list of what you say is a majority of school districtswhat are
we talking about, maybe 33,000? Could you maybe come up with
500 or 1,000 for us? Could you just come up with some basis for this
statement you have made now three times on the record?

Mr. DAVENPORT. We can pull out some examples of this. We
don't have- -

Mr. FORD. Well, don't give us isolated cases because-
Mr. DAVENPORT. No, not isolated cases, but enough that would

be --
Mr. FORD. Let's get a sample that shows that it might lead you

toward the conclusion that it represents a majority.
Mr. DAVENPORT. Right. We can pull out a sample of that.
Dr. VINCENT. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FORD. We have to get en with the other members who

haven't had an opportunity to ask questions. You will have a
chance during their time to respond.

Mr. Hayes.
Mr. HAYES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for having pity on us up

here, for giving us an opportunity.
As you know, I come from Chicago and represent a district that

is very poor, I think we have the largest number of federally
funded public housing developments of any district in the whole
United States, with the possible exception of one district in New
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York. I certainly want to say to Dr. Shipley that you aren't justspinning rhetoric; you aptly described the situation as it exists inmy district.
I will direct my questions to you, Dr. Davenport. They may besomewhat redundant. I had to go in and out of this hearing be-cause of other responsibilities.
The administration's proposal to eliminate the B category isgoing to play havoc with my district. I would like to know, haveyou really looked at it and understand what impact it's going tohave on students who categorically fall within the B group when itcomes to impact aid?
Mr. DAVENPORT. Yes, we have, sir. We don't believe it will be asignificant impact on the district.
Mr. HAYES. You don't believe it?
Mr. DAVENPORT. No, sir, and we have been stating that forMr. HAYES. I would like to invite you out some time to visit someof the schools in my district who are in dire need of computers andhave none.
Mr. DAVENPORT. They may be in need, but it is not because ofthe result of the B students. As you look at it, every administrationsince Eisenhower has been proposing to this Congress that the B'sbe eliminated, because every administration has found that there isnot a significant burden for the B students to the school districts.Mr. CORWIN. I would like to add a little bit to that.Mr. HAYES. Go ahead.
Mr. CORWIN. Through the appropriations act of the last severalyears, the low-rent housing payments have been at 15 percent ofentitlement. That is a very small amount per child. So our feelingthereand almost all, of course, of the low-rent housing paymentsare B payments. That is the basis for our feeling that the impactshould not be so great.
We should also point out that we have requested a $200 millionincrease for Chapter 1. We put forward a reauthorization proposalwhich would redirect a significant portion of the funds from Chap-ter 1 into the poorest school districts, such as your own, to take upquite a bit of the slack, maybe more of it, that way, through a pro-gram that is directed at meeting the needs of those kids who havesignificant educational disadvantages.
Mr. DAVENPORT. Mr. Hayes, I would just point out that I spent alot of my lifetime, as you know, in the greater north sidewe usedto call it the greater north side when I was growing up, which isnow Old Town, and a lot of the other time over in greater southside. We never called the west side "greater". I don't quite knowwhy, but it was always greater north and greater south. So I amfamiliar with the situation you describe there in Chicago.Mr. HAYES. The Department of Education is proposing the rein-statement of the $5,000 minimum payment for determining eligibledistricts for impact aid. That was in effect from fiscal years 1982 to1984. When the requirement was reinstituted, when it was institut-ed in 1982, an estimated 1,700 school districts became ineligible forimpact aid.

How many districts would become ineligible for impact aid if the$5,000 minimum payment requirement is reinstated?
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Mr. DAVENPORT. Approximately about 700. The average pay-
ments to the districts, Mr. Hayes, are about $2,000.

Mr. HAYES. What would be the effects on various categories of
impacted school districts if the money that would have gone to dis-
tricts with less than the 5,000 minimum payment were redistribut-
ed to other eligible districts?

Mr. DAVENPORT. We would have approximately $1.5 million to
redistribute to other districts.

Mr. HAYES. How much?
Mr. DAVENPORT. $1.5 million approximately.
Mr. HAWS. Has the Department of Education's contracted stud-

ies on heavily impacted districts and other impact aid funding by
wealth of districts been completed, and if so, what were those re-
sults?

Mr. CORWIN. For the past few years we had special case studies
done of five heavily impacted districts. To summarize the results
maybe it would be more appropriate to put in a fairly detailed
summary in the record.

The districts were Highland Falls, N.Y.; Bellevue, NE; Bourne,
MA; Douglas, South Dakota; and Randolph Field, Texas.

Would you like me to run down that or put a description in the
record?

Mr. HAYES. Put it into the record, I think. I don't want to take
the time now.

How much time do you think it would take to run it down?
Mr. CORWIN. Oh, 10 minutes or so. I don't know; 5 minutes or so.
Mr. HAYES. No, no.
Mr. CORWIN. I would be happy to put it in the record.
Mr. HAYES. All right, put it into the record.
[Material retained in subcommittee files.]
Mr. HAYES. If I may, Mr. Chairman, I have three questions from

my colleague who was unable to be here, Congressman Williams, to
be directed toward Mr. Buzzard.

Regarding the distribution of the 75/25 percent excess, am I cor-
rect in understanding that your organization supports the distribu-
tion formula which would allow for those districts with the highest
percentage of impaction to receive a higher amount of those excess
funds than districts with lower percentages of impaction?

Dr. BUZZARD. Yes. The distribution formula would take into ac-
count the degree to which the district was impacted in terms of
percent of federally connected kids, yes, sir.

Mr. HAYES. Have you developed a formula for that kind of a dis-
tirbution?

Dr. BUZZARD. I have not.
Mr. HAYES. Do you expect to?
Dr. BUZZARD. I expect someone to. I don't know who that person

would be.
That is one of the things I wanted to mention earlier, that I

wanted to make sure was understood, and that is that we believe
the percent of impaction is an important consideration when you're
talking about schools that are heavily impacted. We did not have
such a distribution formula developed.

Mr. HAVES. I would like to request, Mr. Chairman, that the sub-
committee staff be instructed to work with the National Associa-
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tion of Impacted Schools in developing such a formula. My majorconcern is that there be a formula developed which ensures thatexcess funds distributed under the 75/25 percent formula you haveproposed in your latest proposal be distributed in such a way as toensure that those school districts with a high percentage of impac-tion have an equitable distribution of funds to address the factthat, in most cases, these districts have a small tax base uponwhich to draw funds.
Dr. BUZZARD. Thank you, Mr. Hayes. We appreciate that.Mr. HAYES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. BUZZARD. I did have one comment to make, and that waswhen Congressman Goodling asked about unanimity, I might men-tion that we did participate in the National Association's taskforce, and with the kinds of stipulations that Congressman Hayesput in, we are very, I guess, comfortable with it from the stand-point that we recognize there is limited funds.
I would also say that those of us who serve Indian kids do nothave the same confidence that the Department of Interior will takecare of our kids as the Department of Defense may or others. So weare not at all enthusiastic about splitting the various constituentsapart, because we don't have the same confidence in the Depart-ment of Interior that others may have in the Department of De-fense.
Mr. FORD. There has been a substantial shift, has there not, overthe last 20 years, from the percentage of Indian children attendingpublic schools that are a part of the State public school system asopposed to the Interior reservation schools?Dr. BUZZARD. Yes, sir. The Bureau of Indian Affairs hasMr. FORD. What is the proportion now of Indian children in thetwo types of schools?
Dr. BUZZARD. Congressman, I wouldn't have the exact figures onthat. I don't know.
I will say that the Department of the Interior, through theBureau of Indian Affairs, has attempted for many years to get outof the business of educating Indian kids and is continuing thateffort.
For a number of years Indian kids were also educated in parochi-al schools. A number of those have also gone by the way as the eco-nomic situations have changed, so more and more Indian kids arebeing educated in the public schools. I think it is safe to say thevast majority are educated in public schools at this point in time.Mr. DAVENPORT. Mr. Chairman, we think- -Mr. FORD. We think it's a ratio of about 2 to 1.Dr. BUZZARD. Sir?
Mr. FORD. We think it's a ratio of about 2 to 1. Could you getsomething to help t7 Interestingly, there are a number of peopleon this committee that are concerned about the education of theIndian children who have been left behind by all this talk of theother super A's and the rest of it. There aren't very many militarybases represented on this committee, but there are a lot of support-ers of the American Indians on the committee.
Dr. BUZZARD. Congressman, I will see what I can do to get thatKind of information available to you.
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Mr. DAVENPORT. Mr. Chairman, it's 90 percent of the Indian stu-
dents that are in public schools in the country.

Mr. FORD. Ninety percent.
YMr. DAVENPORT. Yes, sir.

Mr. HAYES. Could I raise just one more question in reference to
the B students and the B payments.

To what extent will the eliminationand I direct this to my good
friend from Chicagoto what extent will the elimination of B pay-
ments reduce per pupil expenditures or require additional local
funding in B districts? Have you made any determination of that?

Mr. DAVENPORT. About one-half of 1 percent of the budgets of the
districts is from B payments, so we don't believe it would be any
sigificant adjustment of any budget across the country.

Mr. HAYES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FoRD. Mr. Richardson.
Mr. RICHARDSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am especially pleased that Dr. Vincent and Dr. Buzzard are

here, because I have a heck of a time representing the largest
Indian district in the whole country, getting my views and the
views of the constituency across, especially as you said, to the De-
partment of the Interior. They have a very interesting proposal, a
BIA "swimmer" proposal, I'll call it kindly, and it literally deci-
mates the program. And now with this impact aid proposal, I don't
know if perhaps the Indian children aren't the most adversely af-
fected. I think they are.

I would like to just ask Dr. Vincent a series of questions, and I
know we're under the five minute rule. Dr. Vincent, I would like to
ask you if you feel the present Federal funding meets the costs
that's question one. And question two is, Could you be more specif-
ic concerning the problems that exist when authorized and expend-
ed funds aren't the same?

In your testimony you also mentioned a rigid accountability
system for some of the Indian special eduction programs. I would
like to know what specifically do you mean by that.

Dr. VINCENT. Yes, Congressman. There's about three or four
questions in there, and if I miss one, I'm sure you'll remind me.

In the authorization, for example, in oursand we do educate
more Native American students in our particular district than any
single school district in the United States, so we are particularly
sensitive to that particulr question. What we have calculated under
the present funding is that, for the students who live and the par-
ents who are on the super A's, we would be generating approxi-
mately $1,500 per student. But yet the State authorizes approxi-
mately $2,100 per student. So what we're saying here is, in this
case, the taxpayers of New Mexico are making up the difference in
that cost factor. Dr. Davenport was talking about the districts
where there is more money being generated. That is certainly not
true in our situation.

Second, we were discussing the fact about percentages. In our
particular district, and the relat )nship to the BIA private and con-
tract schools that we have, our particular district is growing at the
rate of about two to three percent a year, and in our determination
of accountability of the students, the majority of those students are
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coming from BIA and contract schools. A few are coming from theprivate schools, but not many.
We anticipate, with the proposal that you mentioned, under the"swimmer" proposal, that this may generate a greater movementof students to our district next year, just out of the very fact thatthere is discussion about closing those schoolsnot closing, butturning them over to the tribal entities or to the public schools. Sowe do anticipate that we're going to have mere students.If the Federal contribution at this time is not supporting the edu-cation level, then the people in New Mexico and those districts whohave Native Amerioan students certainly then are impacted evenfurther in terms of the local funding source, or by the State. We,being an equalization State, fall into a rather unique category be-cause of this, and we do not get the full benefit of that funding.In the special ed area, Indian special education students, wereally are compounded by three areas: We have the State fundingfor those students; we have the EHA Part B 94142, which is an ac-countability system; and then under this funding we have anothervery rigid accountability, and this is an area we feel particularlyvulnerable in, or we could be vulnerable.

What happens is that we have students, where we have NativeAmerican students as well as other students, mostly Anglo or His-panic students, in that Indian special ed program. The problemthat we find is the very rigid accountability that we're held to interms of, under the impact aid, of spending that money and beingaccountable for it only for those students who fall into that catego-ry. We believe that we would be better served and we could betterserve the students in that system if the funding under the impactaid could be part of either the State funding, and take credit forthat, or if in some way we could have a less rigid system of ac-countability and could merely show that we are actually servingthose students over and above the other students and the otherfunding.
Mr. RICHARDSON. Is Dr. Shipley here? Dr. Shipley, I have lookedat the new formula that I think you have proposed, and while I amsympathetic to your objectives and I think it's a good proposal,from what I understandand this is very preliminarymy NativeAmerican population, my State, is not doing a heck of a lot betterunder your proposal than we were in the past.
Now, I don't have the numbers exactly, but maybe Dr. Vincentand Dr. Buzzard could comment on this. Under your formula, arethese fears of mine unfounded, that you're going to also go after us,or am I just imagining that?
Dr. SHIPLEY. You're just imagining it. They are totally unfound-ed. The proposal allows for all of the categories, in a time when weare fully funded, to receive 100 percent of their entitlement. It saysthat, in view of the fact we probably will not be fully funded rightaway, we should pay over a period of three pay steps. What is doesis, in pay step one, it ensures a hold-harmless, so that no one re-ceives less than they are presently receiving. So if there is no addi-tional money, the money is distributed in exactly the same waythat it presently is. But, if there is any additional money, then itgoes very directly to those heavily impacted districts, as opposed tothose regular districts.
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I think these gentlemen who have been in on the committee, the
Indian communities have been represented. There were Indian su-
perintendents on the committee, and they are here in the audience.
I think they would respond to that, if you like. Perhaps Marvin
would.

Mr. RICHARDSON. Dr. Vincent, you do it first, and then Buzzard,
because you're my constituent. [Laughter.]

Dr. VINCENT. All right. Thank you.
Congressman, I have not had the opportunity to read the propos-

al, so I cannot directly comment in that area, so I may have to
defer to Mr. Buzzard.

Dr. BUZZARD. Congressman, even though I'm not a New Mexico
resident, I do believe I am a constituent of all you gentlemen be-
cause you certainly make decisions concerning us.

I share somewhat your concern, but one of the things that was
part of the discussionsand there were lengthy discussions con-
cerning thiswas the fact that the political support for the pro-
gram cannot continue if people are dropping off, getting pushed out
of the boat, so to speak. So one of the discussions that took place
was, if we're going to continue to try to provide at least some level
of funding for folks like Dr. Bruno, then someone else was going to
have to give us something. This proposal, I think, represents, I
guess, the best that we feel we could do under the current situation
with limited funding.

The intent is to protect us at current levels of funding. Of course,
that does not take into account increases in costs. It does set aside ,

75/25 percent split if we go into pay two, and also with the ques-
tions that Congressman Hayes raised, it would also guarantee that
the percent of impaction would be one of the factors used to deter-
mine how much money a district would be getting. So that while
we may be taking a hit, it may not be the same hit as someone
else.

Mr. RICHARDSON. The worry that I have, I have an area in the
north where the children are educated through bilingual, where 40
percent of the district is Hispanic. The concern I have is that I
want to make sure that the Federal impact quota is protected, that
you're not depriving the flexibility for the State which is also inter-
ested in another heavily-impacted population, the Hispanic, that it
is going to deprive that flexibility to the State. That is more of
what I'm getting at.

Dr. SHIPLEY. There's no real response to it. You're absolutely cor-
rect. We had that same concern for the civilians, for the military,
and for the Indian population. In a time of decreasing funds, it
simply becomes impossible to address.

One of the things that we have been very concerned about is that
the State of New Mexico and the other six States which are equal-
ized are not doing anything to help us see that impact aid is, in
fact, fully funded. And yet, when the money is gone, they, in fact,
complain about it. So we need the support from your State as well
as from you here in Washington, to help see that it's fully funded.
That's the only answer to the problem.

Mr. RICHARDSON. Well, if we have further problems, I'm sure
technical amendments can correct the formula, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. CORWIN. May I respond to something, Mr. Richardson?
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Early on you stated that you had a fear that our proposal, the
proposal of the administration, would most affect the Indians.
Under the current impact aid statute, all persons living on Indian
lands are treated as A's and, in fact, those persons receive sort of a
surplus, an additional payment of 25 percent on top of the regular
A payment. We don't intend to change either of those two things.
So, in fact, our proposal to eliminate the B payments would have
really virtually no impact on Indian children.

Another point on what Mr. Vincent said, about the special educa-
tion payments, for children who receive special ed, there is a 50
percent increase. That is accompanied by some administrative re-
quirements which predate 94-142, and they are somewhat different
than 94-142. In our deliberations on our bill, it looked to us like it
made sense to make them more consistent, to ease the administra-
tive burden. We are happy to work with you on that.

Mr. RICHARDSON. Would you like to conclude, because I think my
20 minutes are up.

Dr. VINCENT. We would be very pleased to see any movement in
that direction. We would urge in New Mexico, while we have all
the talk about the funding and the level of funding and how impor-
tant it is, that if some of the administrative function could be ad-
justed, it could ease. We talked about the ADA, for example, as
well as the special ed. In some of these areas it's just a matter of
movement in the law that would allow us to administer the funds
much more easily.

Also we talked about the investment. The fact that earnings on
investments of Federal moneys has to be used for our capital
outlay creates a burden on us. It is a very difficult situation for us
to use those funds to actually meet the needs of students. We think
those movements could greatly ease the burden.

Mention was made earlier about the Chapter 1 alit the categori-
cal money for some of the students in New Mexico, for example,
Hispanic and Native Americans. I can't speak for the whole State,
but I can speak for our district. We have already, because of antici-
pated cuts and movement in the Chapter 1 area, eliminated pro-
grams in all of our high schools in order to preserve the programs
at the mid-schools. If the anticipated cuts continue, which is the
word we're getting now, then we will be eliminating our Chapter 1
remedial programs at the mid-school level the following year. So
we are really being double-whammied.

Mr. DAVENPORT. Mr. Chairman, there is nothing we're doing
here in Washington, DC, that is responsible for that. I know we
have requested an increase in Chapter 1 funds, so that is a problem
out or our control, if he is being reduced in Chapter 1.

would like to have Dr. Krueger respond.
Dr. KRUEGER. I think it needs to be on the record that the re-

quirement in New Mexico, that interest earned on impact aid
funds be used for capital outlays, is not a Federal requirement. It is
a State requirement. States create coterminous districts; States
create laws that call for deannexation if tax rates reach certain
limits. A number of the problems that the gentleman has cited as
being peculiar to their States are State-imposed. I think there is a
responsibility for State legislatures to look at those issues and see

S
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whether they can't remedy some of the problems that they've cre-
ated.

Mr. RICHARDSCN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FORD. Mr. Vincent, you said something a little while ago

that piqued my curiosity. You said that you were an equalized dis-
trict and that affects your impact aid money?

Dr. VINCENT. Well, it affects us at the district level, Mr. Chair-
man, in terms of being an equalized State. Then the State takes
credit for 95 percent under the formula for that funding. That is
what we're referring to there.

Mr. FORD. What's an equalized State?
Dr. VINCENT. It means the formula is generated at the State

level that guarantees a funding level to the students throughout
the State, that it restricts then the use of any local money for the
operation or funding of the schools. For example, in the next fiscal
budget in New Mexico next year, it just passed that the level of
funding per student is set at $1,689 per student. Then there is some
basis on which some students get 1.25 of that, while others will
only get 0.5 or 0.75 of that.

In the equalized formula, then, it is not permissible, under the
law for usfor example, in the Gallup districtto say we'll go out
and raise two or three mils for local support, because immediately
the State, if you do, takes essentially 95 percent of that local fund-
ing and applies it to the formula and redistributes that money
throughout the State.

Mr. FORD. Then, in effect, the impact money that goes into New
Mexico becomes a part of the State budget?

Dr. VINCENT. Yes, 95 percent.
Mr. FORD. When did we let them do that?
Dr. VINCENT. I defer to Dr. Davenport.
Dr. KRUEGER. Mr. Chairman, section 5(dX2) of the impact aid

statute, 81-874, gave the States that, that provided a high level of
equalized support for students. There are certain complicated- -

Mr. FORD. How many of them are there?
Dr. KRUEGER. There are seven at the moment. Michigan is one.
Those States are allowed, by reason of their assuring that a cer-

tain level of support is available to every student in the State from
equalized State or local funds, to reduce the State aid payment
made to those districts in proportion to the level of equalization. So
the impact aid payments remain the same. The general condition
for receipt of any impact aid money is that an applicant district
has to be treated by the State in the same manner it would be
treated if it were not an applicant district, with the exception pro-
vided in 5(dX2). So this is a provision in the impact aid statute in
an attempt to try to, if a State is attempting to equalize the sup-
port for children throughout the State, for Federal impact aid pay-
ments not to disequalize that or create-

Mr. FORD. Well, how does a State establish that it's equalized?
You said Michigan was one of them?

Dr. KRUEGER. Well, the State may--
Mr. FORD. We have no equalized State--
Dr. KRUEGER. Every State has a certain foundation program or

level of State support. If that State aid is provided to all students
across the State, that money is, in essence, equalized. It is equal for
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every student. If there are certain required levies that every dis-
trict must make that generates a certain amount of revenue, that
may also be equalization. So we look--

Mr. FORD. When you say equalization, you're saying that as long
as the money comes out of the State pot, is distributed equally toall the school districts

Dr. KRUEGER. Suppose, for example, in theory, that a State decid-
ed to fund the elementary and secondary education of all students
at the same per capita level. It would be 100 percent equalized
then. All students receive the same amount of money.

Mr. FoRD. But that hasn't happened in my State.
Dr. KRUEGER. Well, some are approaching that.
Mr. FoRD. It's not even close.
Dr. KRUEGER. Well, some States
Mr. FORD. It's not even close within my congressional district.
Dr. KRUEGER. I didn't say Michigan, sir.
Mr. FORD. I thought you said it was one of the equalized States.
Dr. KRUEGER. It is one. Michigan provides
Mr. FORD. Well, how do they qualify as an equalized State when

Dearborn spends twice as much money as the State average for
their kids?

Dr. KRUEGER. Well, the State education agency of Michigan certi-
fies to us moneys which are provided from either State funds or re-
quired in a uniform fashion for LEA's to generate, and that sur-
passes the threshold established in the statute and the regulations.

Dr. SHIPLEY. You can spend more, Mr. Ford. You just have to
come up to a certain standard.

Mr. FORD. That one slipped by us here. That must have been a
part of Gramm-Latta, wasn't it? [Laughter.]

Dr. KRUEGER. No. It dates back into the seventies.
Dr. VINCENT. If I may, Mr. Chairman, it doesn't work exactly the

same, for example, in New Mexico, and it needs some Federal at-
tention in terms of the regular funding as versus the special educa-
tion funding. In our district, for example, where the State takes
credit for 95 percent, we get five percent, which is roughly $600,000
over and above the per pupil allocation.

In the special education area, the impact is different and the
money that the State takes credit for is different. In that particular
area, we are allowed to keep perhaps 30 percent more. So there is
some discrepancy there that we think needs to be investigated.

We would like to see, of course, in our own particular area, be-
cause of the unique needs of our students, we would like to see us
be permitted and encouraged by the Federal Government to keep a
greater proportion of that funding.

Dr. KRUEGER. The point is that in every equalized State, in
granting equalization authority, the statute specifically prohibits
the State from offsetting its State aid from the amount of money
that is received in terms of the 50-percent increment for handi-
capped children. That money is, in essence, categorical. It has to be
used by the recipient for special programs and services benefiting
handicapped children, and the State is precluded, again by statute
and regulation, from reducing State aid for those funds.
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Dr. SHIPLEY. Of course, this problem is recognized by the propos-
al, the National Association's reauthorization proposal, and has
been addressed in that document.

Mr. FORD. How do you address it?
Dr. SHIPLEY. Well, we are hoping that the new legie ",ion will

say to the State that you may not consider any portion of the 25
percent Indian supplement, the 50 percent handicapped supple-
ment, the 3(dX2XB), nor the section 2, as part of your equalization
program; that those are specific moneys for specific problems,
aimed at specific problems by the Congress of the United States,
and should not be touched.

We are considering also whether or not to put in the five percent
or any amount which would deal with administrative costs because
it is the local school district that has to go through that unbearable
survey of those cards and the application and that whole business,
and they don't receive anything from that. But there has been
some talk that it is not our place to tell the States the costs of ad-
ministering the program, that that sh uld be locally negotiated.

There are seven States, and, unfoit =lately, yours is one of the
newest and one of the most cumbersome.

Mr. FORD. I am informed from my State department that if we
eliminated it, they would not make much of a complaint about it.

Dr. SHIPLEY. It would be the host thing that could happen to you.
Dr. KRUEGER. I would point out, sir, that this is not something

imposed on the States. Some States which could qualify for the
5(dX2) equalization offset authority do not apply. A State depart-
ment of e,.ucation decides- -

Mr. FORD. But you make the determination as to which States
qualify, don't you?

Dr. KRUEGER. *nst objective dollar figures provided by the
States.

Mr. FORD. Would you submit for the committee a memorandum
on the criteria you use for making that determination and how it
was applied in the case of the seven States, with particular refer-
ence to what proportion of the money running a local school dis-
trict comes from the State as opposed to local tax efforts?

Dr. KRUEGER. Yes, I would.
Mr. FORD. It surprises me, because even in my State, which is

one of the better ones in many ways, it is never as much as 50 per-
cent coming from the State government.

Dr. KRUEGER. Our procedures call for the SEA to request this au-
thority. If we examine the data and find the States eligible, we are
required and do notify every impact aid applicant. We havehad

Mr. FORD. That shouldn't have been hard in Michigan. You only
have two.

Dr. KRUEGER. And those have contested Michigan's authority in
both before an administrative law judge hearing and in the district
court, and the litigation has been adverse to the claims of the one
area of the Bark River school system.

Mr. FORD. Please give us a breakdown of the criteria that is used
to determine that.
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Dr. KRUEGER. When we notify the school districts, we providethat analysis to each applicant district. We would be glad to pro-vide you with the notification we made to each of the States.
Mr. FORD. Thank you very much.
It appears we have a vote on the floor, so this is a good time toadjourn the hearing this morning.
Dr. SHIPLEY. Thank you, Mr. Ford.
[Whereupon, at 12:10 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
[Additional material submitted for the record follows:]

R
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STATEMENT OF SGT. MAJOR C. A. (MACK) MCKINNEY, USMC (RET.)
LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL

NON COMMISSIONED OFFICERS ASSOCIATION OF TUE USA (NCOA)

Mr. Chairman and Distinguished
Members of the Subcommittee:

The Non Commissioned Officers
Association of the USA (NCOA)

advocates the extension or reauthorization of Public Law 81-874,
Potion 3, for at least another

three (3) years, or October 1,1991.

Sectior 3 is commonly referred to as 'Impact Aid. Its
purpose, in part, is to provide funds for operating expenses
payable to school districts for the cost of educating children
who reside and/or have parents working on federal property or are
in the uniformed services.

NCOA has much more than a casual interest in this program.
Eighty-three (83) percent of its

more-than-110,000 members are on
active duty with the United States Armed Forces. Those with
deperiGent children of school age are or will be influenced by
impact aid funds. Most of all, they will be affected by the
decision of this subcommittee

whether to extend the legislation
necessary to insure there will be no erosion in the future
quality of education for their children.

NCOA's active interest in impact aid goes back to the Nixon
Administration. When it withheld authorized and appropriated
funds, a number of schools threatened

to shut their doors to
military children. One went so far as to turn them out when they
had only a few weeks to go to graduate from high school.

NCOA protested to the White House and Members of Congress.
Subsequently, the funds were released

and distributed, thereby,
saving the day for many concerned

parental setvicemembets and

-1-
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(Mouses.

In the last years, the Reagan Administration has made every

attempt to reduce impact aid, going so far as to seek abolishment

of Category B funds paid to schoo: districts which educate

children of parents working on federal prop3rty but residing in

the civilian community. Again, Congress, to its credit, has

ignored the Administration's request and funded the partial

payments for both Categories A and B.

During these years, schools facing losses in fuads either

threatened to bill service families for tuition or close their

Coors to military children. The federal government his

successfully sued some school districts, winning a decision that

public schools must accept and educate military children residing

within their district boundries. But, regardless of that ruling,

no one can expect these school districts to expend local

taxpayers' monies to educate children of service families who may

add very little if anything tc the local tax base.

Most military personnel are transient in nature. Their

average stay in one locale is three (3) yens. They will, for

the most, utilize military facilities for their health and

recreational activities, and for purchases of food, clothing and

many household needs. Even those residing off-base, contrary to

the Administration's opposing statement, use installation

facilities to save on services and purchases.

There's no surprise here since most servicemembers are in

the lower-enlisted grades, have had their pay increases capped

every year for the past 5 years, and that pay is now some 9

percent behind comparable civilian wages. They need to utilize

military-sponsored facilities in order to stretch budgets to fit

their pocketbooks.

Congress, in 1951, recognized the need to provide financial

-2-
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assistance to local schools districts on which the presence of

military personnel caused a strain on their budgets. That need,

as far as can be determined by NCOA, has not diminished over the

ensuing years. If anything the demand has increased as more and

more servicemembers become parents of school-age children.

Regretfully, since 1969, funding of impact aid to assist in

the education of more than half a million military children has

fallen below program costs. Entitlements, therefore, have been

prorated.

Although NCOA urges Congress to continue to authorize and

appropriate the necessary funds to pay impact aid at the highest

possible level, it is most important that the reauthorization of

the program be adopted this year.

Perhaps, our summation is wrapped up in a 1985 House report

on that year's education bill. It read in part: 'School

districts have been forced to attempt to charge tuition for

military dependents, to borrow funds, to apply to the Department

of Defense to take over the entire educational responsibility...

and to watch the quality of education erode in their schools.'

As a result, the military cannot attract and retain quality

personnel without the guarantee of free, quality education for

their children. That guarantee, along with one more viable step

to insure that this Nation enjoys the best defense posture in

manpower readiness, comes in the impact aid program. Thus, NCOA

strongly supports and urges the program's reauthorization.

Thank you.

-end-

-3-
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NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION Ico, rd 7,c.,t ,z.,2
MARY HATwOOD FUTRELL Presdert
KEITH GEIGER, Vce Pres.dent
ROXANNE E BRADSHAW. Stvelso Tr Ntur<r

March 31, 1987

Honorable Augustus Hawkins, Chairman
House Education and Labor Committee
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

(AM; 4)%

On behalf on the National Education Association, a national organization of 1.8
million education professionals and support personnel, I appreciate this
opportunity to present to the Committee in written form the concerns of NEA
relative to the reauthorization of the impact aid program.

NEA strongly supports the early reauthorization of this critical federal
education program by the Congress. As you know, the purpose of the impact aid
program since its inception over 30 years ago has been to offset the impact of
federal activities and federally owned tax-exempt property in local school
districts. This the program has effectively accomplished despite a chronic lack
of adequate funding and repeated attempts to abolish it. (',ogress has rightly
acted to protect the continued operation o' this program which is so important to
the operation of local school districts across the United States. We urge the
Committee to continue to defend this program by reauthorizing and strengthening
it.

It is important to be aware that impact aid is unique among federal programs.
Impact aid represents the fulfillment of a federal financial responsibility to
certain local school districts. Local districts with federal property within
their boundaries are hampered in their ability to generate local revenue by the
tax exempt nature of that federal property. Frequently, that same property
provides an additional burden for the local school district by resulting in the
presence of additional children of federal and federally connected workers.
Under these circumstances, or any like situation where the presence of federal
activity of federal tax-exempt property places an extra burden on local school
districts, the federal government has a clear responsibility and a duty to
fund the districts to offset the federal impact.

Unlike other federal education programs, where a funding cutback can mean fewer
children being served by federal programs, cutbacks in impact aid funding can
mean local districts having inadequate funds to even operate schools. Clearly,
the federal government cannot--and must not--fail to live up to its fiscal
responsibility to these impacted school districts. For that reason, the
Committee should ensure that the reauthorization provides adequate funding for
all categories of students in federally impacted school districts.
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Unlike most other federal education programs, impact aid is not forward funded.
There is often little advance notice to affected local districts of how inch they
can expect to receive in impact aid funding until Congress actually passes the
appropriation measure for the year in question. It is not unusual for impact aid
recipient districts to be forced to open for the school year without having
received any impact aid payments for that year and with no indication of the
amount of those payments and when they will arrive. This uncertain situation
could be corrected if impact aid were to become a forward funded program as most
other federal education programs are. NEA recommends that the Committee take
this step in the reauthorization.

A special subgroup amorg impact aid recipient districts are those whose school
district boundaries are exactly identical to the boundaries of the federal
property. These "coterminous districts" number only six nationwide and are in an
especially vulnerable situation becase they have no local tax base whatsoever.
These districts--totally dependent as they are on state aid and federal impact
aid payments- -have a special claim to lull and adequate impact aid funding. I
teach at such a coterminous district, the Lackland Independent School Oistrict,
located on Lackland Air Force Base in San Antonio, Texas. At Lackland, federal
impact aid payments have meant quality local education programs for all our
students despite the fact that the district has no ability to generate local
revenues. The last reauthorization of impact aid, P.L. 98-511, added a provision
to the law to guarantee that these districts receive 100 percent of their impact
aid entitlements. NEA urges that this language be retained in any reauthori-
zation and asks that the Committee explore means to ensure that entitlement
could not be reduced administratively.

In conclusion, NEA commends the Committee for its early action to reauthorize the
impact aid program and pledges to work with members and staff to ensure that the
reauthorization results in a strengthened and effective program.

I appreciate this opportunity to submit our views, and am available to answer
questions from the Committee or supply whatever additional information you may
require.

Sincerely,

Virginia A. Stacey, Member
NEA Standing Committee on Legislation

no
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, I welcome the

opportunity to submit this statement for the Record as you

consider the reauthorization of Public Law 874, the 'Impact

Aid "program. My name is Albert G. Bustamante, and I have

the privilege of representing the 23rd Congressional

District of Texas, which includes the southern portion of

the City of San Antonio and outlying communities of south

Bexar County.

My district is host to Randolph Independent School District

and part of Lackland Independent School District. It is on

their behalf and on behalf of the students, familiies and

staff these institutions serve that I submit this statement

supporting the reauthorization of this important program.
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We in the State. of Texas have a number of federally

impacted school districts: some of which are coterminous

with the military installations they serve (that is, the

school district and military base are as one; they share

the same boundaries and they are not taxable), soma of our

school districts are lightly impacted with military

dependents, and some heavily impacted. The point is that

most of the impact aid is cuased by military impaction, and

the education of military dependents is a function and

obligation of the federal government.

My purpose today is to request that this Committee approve

the reauthorization of Public Law 874. The federal

government has an obligation to assist these districts in

making up the revenue lost as a result of the type of
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community they serve. Because there are school districts

coterminous with military installations, such as Lackland

and Randolph, these districts essentially have no taxable

base available for financing an adequate education for

federally-connected dependents.

Numerous federal studies have been commissioned which

attest to the federal government's continuing obligation to

provide direct support under the Impact Aid program.

However, a recent report commissioned by the Department of

Education, for whatever reason, analyzed highly impacted

school dtstricts, one of which is located in my

congressional district. The "Palavin Report" was an

example of a poorly researched and reported study that

qu
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distorts the justification of providing adequate funding to

highly impacted schools. This study seems out of place,

particularly when you recall the numerious other government

studies which reached just the opposite conclusion. To say

that school districts spend too much shows a true lack of

understanding of the uniqueness of military impacted school

districts such as the ones I represent.

Heavily impacted school districts, like Randolph and

Lackland, have extremely mobile student populations which

necessitates a great deal of testing, placement,

individualization, and remediation -- all of which add to

program costs. Also, factors such as age, qualifications,

and experience of staff cause salaries to be higher than an

a typical school district. In many small, highly impacted

9 7
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military bases, the schools are called upon to offer a wide

variety of programs from remediation to advanced placement

courses -- which, again, contribute to the cost associated

with operating a school district.

As the Representative for the military dependents of these

school districts, we should not be seeking mediocrity in

education, but rather we should be striving to provide the

best program possible to meet the needs of our young

people. Every dollar allocated to this segment of the

school population represents an investment in the country's

future economic preparedness and military security.

According to the Department of Defense, the branch services

receive approximately 50 percent of their enlistments from

the ranks of military dependents. Therefore, impact aid is

8
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essential in order for impacted school districts to meet

the special needs of their students and to advance the

nation's economic and military well being.

Currently, the impact aid provisions allow special

consideration for those districts which are 50 percent or

mcre impacted with 'A' plus 'B' students, the 'A' students

being those who live on base and the 'B' students those who

do not. Section 3d2B of the impact aid law was written in

order to serve the unique needs of districts whose combined

impact leads to higher percentages of total student

enrollment and total district cost. Approximately, 1,300

impacted district qualify for special consideration under

Section 3d2B. Reauthorization language should keep this

special provision and improve it.
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Specific problems exist that have plagued school districts

as a result of changed rules and regulations governing

impact aid. In the past, federally impacted schools were

permitted to establish comparability of the "local

contribution rate" (LCR) based upon comparison to the

fiscal data and other statistics of five "comparable"

schools. Now, the school didtricts are required to

establish comparability of LCR based upon a comparison to

ten other districts. Impacted schools are, by their

nature, out of the ordinary. In some cases it is virtually

impossible to find five schools in the entire nation that

would match that applicant district in financial data and

statistics. Yet, the districts are required to cite ten

100
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comparable districts in their home state. This change

causes an extended hardship for impacted school districts

and an even further hardship for unique coterminous

schools districts, of which there are only seven in the

United States, and the San Antonio area is host to three --

Randolph and Lackland, which I have mentioned, and Fort Sam

Houston.

Another area that has caused problems for imp?cted school

districts is the rule change governing cash position. The

new Department of Education rule which includes cash

position as "cash on hand" when considering qualifications

for Section 3r12B makes the financial management of military

impacted school districts nearly impossible. This rule,

which I believe was intended to deal with cash-flow

problems, actually reduces impact aid allocations for

1 n i,4
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school districts next year. I would suggest, in the

absence of any state law limiting cash position, that a 25

percent limit be placed on cash position. In addition,

under the current authorization legislation, the Department

of Education is to make a payment of 75% of school

districts entitlement within 30 days after the beginning of

the federal fiscal year in order to prevent cash-flow

problems and the education of our children from being

disrupted. However, this provision is not always abided by

and causes problems for the local school districts.

Another problem associated with heavily impacted school

districts is the caps placed on the local contribution

rate. These caps, which have been static since 1985,

result in a lesser than actual relationship between actual

costs and funding. Now, the 1987 appropriations fc' 3A
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payments for districts 20 percent or more impacted is

capped at 105 percent of the 1986 payments per pupil --

which again places artificial lids upon actually-needed

funds. Any authorization or future appropriation should

not continue to place these artifical caps, ceilings or

freezes upon local school districts.

In sum, Mr. Chairman, I would like to remind you that I

represent highly impacted military school districts and the

reauthorization of impact aid is crucial to their survival.

Along with reauthorization, I support legislative changes

to deal with cash position, 3d2B, and Section 6. I would

further urge the Committee not to accept or embrace any

formula that redistributes impact aid dollars away from

highly impacted school districts to lesser impacted school

districts, or provides less funding than school districts
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are entitled to at the present time.

Thank you for your fair consideration of these suggestions,

and for the opportunity to submit this statement.
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John R. Lopez

ILLITERACY ISSUES AND CONCERNS

on

Special Education for Deaf Adults

House Subcommittee on Education and Labor

Before proceeding, I would like to set the tone for this

paper with a general frame of reference quotation:

No man is an island, entire of itself; every man is a

piece of the continent, a part of the main."

These lines from The Fifth Meditation of John Donne underline

and emphasize the common bond which unitas all people in

their shared humanity. It implies further that a basic drive

in individual behavior is the desire to share thoughts and

feelings via communication with others.

For the average and even ordinary American citizen with

normal hearing, the above can be taken almost for granted.

However, invisible within the mainstream of America, are an

estimated 24.2 million Americans with hearing Impairments of

some degree, 2.4 million of them being profoundly deaf

(estimates based on current national census figures and on

the theory that every tenth person has some degree of hearing

loss and that one tenth of this figure have profound hering
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losses).

The most serious impact that hearing loss can have on

people, though it varies from individual to individual

depending on various factors, is that it separates people

from people and impedes them from devleoping into their

fullest potential. This prevents many of them from leading

self-sufficient and independent livelihoods. In other words,

it restricts them into "an invisible island entire of

themselves."

Consequently, let me offer you an analogy on the "State

of Deaf America" today by quoting the "Four Horsemen of

Despair":

1) Illiteracy -- It was not surprising when testimony by
Dr. William Castle, President of the National Technical

Institute of the Deaf revealed research statistics btfore the

Subcommittee or. Education and Labor that 30% (vs 13% of our

general population - 1982 Census Bureau Study) of Deaf

Americans are illiterate. Conventional and functional

illiteracy'figures among Deaf Americans appeared to be much

higher, however, in view of current studies by the Gallaudet

Research Institute which show that by age 18, only 1 in 10

deaf children can read on the 8th grade level. Thus, in

addition to many of us being isolated from the mainstream,

our language barrier becomes a barricade that constrains us

from the visions of our constitution. Simply stated,

illiteracy among Deaf Americans can best be categoriaed as

having reached "a state of national catastrophe".

1n'
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2) Poverty -- with our education for the Deaf programs

oriented toward the "elite college bound" and concentrated in

the East Coast, one can understand that a great many of our

high school graduates are left to pursue mediocre careers or

to get lost within our education and social services systems,

which blanket our poverty status from becoming a national

scandal. Furthermore, many of our post-secondary programs do

a "good job" on preparing their students for "the deaf

community" and not for mainstream America. Let me cite an

analysis of my theory of how stagnation and systematic

failures of our education of the deaf affects our Deaf

America labor force which is at present concentrated in the

fastest declining occupations:

The medium ('86) starting salaries for general

population high school graduates is $15,789. This figure

contrasts with current research at the National Technical

Institute for the Deaf which reveals that for the typical

deaf person, ten years following graduation from high school,

the median salary is $143.00 a week or $7,436 per annum. For

the typical ('86) deaf college graduate, the median salary is

$305.75 a week or $15,900 a year. It thus comes as no

surprise to us that so many Deaf Americans option for welfare

to get lost within our welfare system following graduation

from high school. This is everybody's problem as this trend

is eroding our tax base.

3) Unemployment --'Studies show that 50-80% of Deaf

Americans are either under or unemployed. (Lou Harris
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Associates study conducted for the International Center for

the Disabled in New York). For the average Deaf American,

the future appears ever grim for studies show that by the

year 2000, if Johnny cannot read --NO JOB! This conclusion

is based on Bureau of Labor Statistics which projects that,

of the 16 million jobs that will be created between the years

1984-1995, nine out of ten jobs will be communications-

oriented and/or in the services section. Thus, with lack of

transferable skills, the Deaf American labor force will be

with no where to go without the prerequisite language skills

needed to fit and meet our future labor market needs. Our

situation can be best summed by quoting Representative Steve

Bartlett in introducing the Employment Opportunities for

Disabled Americans Bill in Congress in March 1986, "Laws are

skewed to keep people unemployed and social services haven't

caught up with technology."

4) Inner city decline -- To offer an analogy of this as it

applies to Deaf American is to state that there Is great

social and economic diversity, and thus political diversity

among Deaf Americans today. Internal disunity is thus a most

serious socioeconomic danger facing deaf people. Because of

this, Deaf Americans need to close ranks before they can

enter an open society and form a strong political consensus

in Congress. As a result, we lack effective representation

in Congress and are not included within the visions of our

Constitution. What we have are "quick fix" patch-up

programs. We are playing "catch-up", there isn't even a

los
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societal consensus on what to do with us.

Where do we qo from here? More research will not yield

much that we don't already know. Second, there are too many

Willy Lomans peddling unsolvable notions about is Deaf

Americans in Congress.

Therefore, my theory is that, trying to renovate or

rejuvenate the system without reforming it will not resolve

our current issues and concerns. I know personally that the

system is not capable of self-correction. We Deaf Americans

are becoming obsolete at the expense of taxpayers in this

rapidly changing world. We Deaf Americans have peculiar

interests that can best be taken care of by ourselves.

Congress should give us the information and let us take

control of our own lives. become producers of our own

destinies, and be our own spokespersons.

Senator Ted Kennedy is quoted in the New York Times as

saying, "I shall not hesitate to recommend new programs that

are needed, and I shall no:. hesitate to recommend the

elimination of old programs that have failed." This, along

with Representative Steve Bartlett's earlier statement in

this paper offers us Deaf Americans a yardstick by which to

measure Congress' empathy toward illiteracy in Deaf America

as a national issue or whether Congress is merely keeping up

with the trend to substitute public relations for real

efforts to meet or measure our needs.

Current educational programs for the deaf are a paradox.

Illiteracy is strongly correlated with schooling and reported
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English speaking ability. Though schools appear to play only

a minor part in the acquisition of knowledge, education plays

a domineering role in the lives of typical Deaf Americans.

Most, if not a1., of our teaching preparation programs seem

to be inadequate to meet our needs. It is only the rare

gifted teacher who does it all, and often not because of

anything he or she learned in a school or department of

education.

One does not need research to substantiate my theory.

There is overwhelming evidence that serious and pervasive

deficiencies persist in our schools. One can not understand

this unless we see it from the inside cut. Education of the

deaf institutions are a last bastion of an old guard who is

trying to prevent us from looking inside from outside and who

are trying to disco"rage our increasing inflirtation with

mainsteamed ideas. Many of our programs have lost their

quest for excellence and sucummbed to monolithic single

control. To maintain this stronghold, they have become

oriented toward an elite - this gives them political clout in

Congress. In the meantime, people like myself know that

education of the deaf programs have become sort of state-

supported social service centers for deaf adolescents at

loose ends. Post-secondary programs have become a place to

hang out, a genteel alternative to unemployment.

To overhaul this system, we must improve the quality of

instruction for all students -- not just for an elite, but

for all. To do this, we must keep three key elements in
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mind:

1) A single program is not likely to be an appropriate

response to the needs of various types of persons.

Therefore, it is fair to say that we should focus on and

fund the interests of all instead of letting one group

become overwhelming.

2) Efforts to address the problem will likely depend on

existing public agencies -- their captcity and admini-

strative flexibility. Therefore, the federal government

should have the primary responsibility to identify our

national interests in education, to provide resources,

research and support for special groups. States and

local groups have the primary responsibility for

implementation. Governors should take a leadership

role, creating state plans and state-wide task forces

that include qualified, not political appointed, deaf

professionals, business leaders, parents, and

community groups.

3) Individuals most in need of such programs may not

recognize and/or be aware of the advantages of

participation or recognizing the advantages. Therefore,

Congress needs to give recognition to the fact that it

should be us, Deaf Americans, who should talk to our

own peers about illiteracy. We can best help each

other. Give us the information and we can work out

mutual perceptives on illiteracy from within as well as

from outside our Deaf community.
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Freedom and literacy are closely associated. Therefore,
Deaf Americans are being left to perish in an island of
illiteracy. For many of us, our language barrier is a
barricade which contrains us to quasi-democracy

livelihood status which accounts to second-class

citizenship status.

We, Deaf Americans, should not be treated with benign
neglect. We have not failed. As a matter of fact, our
system has failed us. Whatever, it is never too late to
overhaul the system. In Illiterate America, Johanathan Kozel
points out that between 1640 and 1700, the illiteracy rate
for men in Massachusetts and Connecticut was somewhere
between 89-95%. For women, it was around 62%. So why can't
we challenge the 30% illiteracy rate among Deaf Americans?
Why can't we Deaf Americans

have Beethoven Pro ects like the
one in ChicagO? A Marshall Plan for pre-schoolers, a cradle
to kindergarten aid plan so children can enter kindergarten
in 1993 prepared to succeed? We are prepared to invest our
dreams and our children's future in this.

The following are supplementary recommendations for
developing and implementing a viable and cost-effective

illiteracy program for Deaf America:

1) That language be incorporated into existing or new

legislation that all literacy funding mandate that such

programs include access for the hearing impaired,
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including deaf people.

2) That grants be made available for states to develop and

implement illiteracy programs for deaf people.

3) That grants me made available to train special education

teachers in the area of Special Education for Deaf

Adults.

4) That whatever agency is delegated the responsiblity to

coordinate this difficult task, establish an Office of

Special Education for Deaf Adults. This office would be

responsible for providing federal regional offices

with technical assistance. We must keep in mind that

more money does not mean solutions unless there are

accountability guidelines tied in.

5) That qualified deaf people be given top priority in

recruitment efforts to develop and implement those

programs, including training to become Special Education

for Deaf Adults specialists.

6) That regulations for state plans mandate the inclusion

of qualified hearing impaired people in their state

advisory boards.

7) That state plans that do not include access to Deaf

people be automatically disqualified for funds.

8) That grants be made available, for research,

development, demonstration, and dissemination. This

should include evaluation of educational technology

and computer software suitable for providing instruction

to deaf adults.
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9) That grants be made available for pilot programs

for Special Education for Deaf Adults.

10) That special projects for the hearing impaired and deaf

people be categorized as are now for elderly citizens,

American Indians, and immigrants so that they will not

be subjected to interpretation of the law.

11) That Special Education for Deaf Adults teacher

preparation grants be made available to train teachers

for our long-term needs.

12) That Special Education for Deaf Adults paraprofessional

grants be made available to our regional training

centers to prepare teachers to meet our immediate adult
education needs.
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